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PREFACE

This study was undertaken for two primary reasons.

First, infor

mation relative to the characteristics, preferences, and patterns of use
of the outdoor recreationist in western Montana is practically non
existent , Second, this study could serve as a beginning for a more
comprehensive understanding of those attributes of the western Montana
outdoor recreationist*
To list all those who have had a part in this investigation is not
possible.

Many people, directly and indirectly, have made valuable

contributions, suggestions, and constructive criticisms.
Special thanks and appreciation go to m j graduate committee at
Montana State University, who advised, directed, and encouraged the
investigator during the course of this study*

Members to whom particular

thanks are given are Dr, Lawrence C* Merriam, Jr,, Committee Chairman,
Dean Arnold W* Bolie. Dr. Richard D, Taber, Prof, Robert ¥, Lange, and
Dr. John J, Craighead, Leader of the Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research
Unit,
In addition, the aid of certain Federal and State agencies deserves
mention.

The United States Forest Service, the National Park Service,

the Montana Fish and Game Commission, the Office of the State Forester,
and the Montana Highway Commission all provided unrestricted access into
the study areas and expressed an interest in the study.
An expression of sincere appreciation is also due my fiancee. Miss
Tommye Jo Ensminger,

Her patience and support contributed in no small way

to the completion of this study*
May 1, I96 S
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User Characteristics and Preferences in Certain Stream-Based Camp
grounds in Western Montana•
Directors

Lawrence C# Merriam, Jr«

Initial research was undertaken during the summer of 196^ in ten
stream-based carrpgrounds in Granite, Missoula^ Lake, and Flathead
Counties of western Montana to determineg 1) visitor characteristics
and patterns of use^ and 2) visitor preferences and opinions with
respect to campsite characteristics and developments Both Federal
and State agencies were included with improvements that might be
considered representative of their stream-based developments.
Federal agencies comprised the United States Forest service and the
National Park Service^ and State agencies encompassed the Montana
Fish and Game Commission^ the Montana Highway Commission, and the
Office of the State Forester.
Personal interviews with a questionnaire were obtained from 11$
group leaders# Visitor data was supplemented with site information
collected during reconnaissance of the study areas at the time of the
study visit. For analysis, the ten study areas were classified
according to administering agency, with five areas administered by
the Forest Service, two areas by the Park Service, and three areas
by State agencies#
From the data collected and non-statistical analysis, a picture
of the typical group and group leader in the study areas was assembled.
The National Park study areas attracted primarily out-of-state family
units on major annual vacations, while the National Forest and State
study areas received predominantly in-state family units on weekend
or overnight trips and day visits respectively. Favorite activities
in the National Park study areas were camping, picnicking, photography,
trail hiking, and fishing. In the National Forest and State study
areas, fishing, camping, and picnicking were popular# In all areas,
visitors thought the present level of development and the present
number of people using the areas were just about right# A majority
said they would be willing to pay to use the study areas with the main
opposition coming from users in the National Forest and State areas.
Visitor opinions for minimum development in the three classes of
study areas called for sanitation facilities, tables, fireplaces,
drinking water, and parking.

CHAPTER I

Introduction

Statement of the Problem
Since World War II^ the demand for outdoor recreation has steadily
increased»

These years have found record numbers of people taking to the

highways in an effort to escape the everyday world to which they have
become accustomed.

Factors contributing to this increase in demand in

clude the growing population^ the trend toward a shorter work week^ the
rising level of income, changes in mobility, a revision of personal
attitudes toward outdoor recreation, and the increased advertising and
publicity given to outdoor recreation (l, p, 300-301) «,
Each year, western Montana receives thousands of vacationers who
come to this part of the state to participate in the many opportunities
for outdoor recreation.

The Rocky Mountains in the western two-thirds

of the state present outstanding opportunities for the hunter, picnicker,
photographer, camper, or explorer.

Thirteen million acres of forest

land west of the Continental Divide and nine million acres east of the
Divide are available to the outdoor enthusiast.
Much of the area particularly adaptable to outdoor recreation is
in public ownership.

Approximately 30,000 acres in 19 western Montana

counties are managed by Federal and State agencies (28, p,

*

Federal agencies include the United States Forest Service, the Bureau
of Land Management, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Soil Conservation
Service, the National Park Service, the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, and the Bureau of Reclamation,

1

State agencies comprise the

—2—
Montana Fish and Game Commission^ the Montana Highway Commission^ and
the Office of the State Forester,
Generally speaking^ these agencies collect little user data^ and
for this reason, today*s land managers do not have much information
concerning user characteristics or preferences.

In many instances^

recreational development appears to be without due consideration to
either site or user©

Proper planning techniques have not always been

the rule, and the results in many cases raise serious questions with
regard to maximizing user satisfaction.

Statement of the Objectives
The principle objective of this investigation is to serve as a
pilot study in collecting information relative to user characteristics
and preferences in outdoor recreation in western Montana,

In obtaining

such information, the most feasible method is to go to the user and ask
questions concerning him and his visit.

This method has been used with

success depending on the investigative procedures employed and the
quality of user responses.

With these considerations in mind, this

study has as a further objective to gather relative information through
personal interviews at a number of western Montana campgrounds in
Granite, Missoula, Lake, and Flathead Counties| to analyze the results
and to make this information available to interested parties.

Public Agencies with Particular Interests in Western Montana Recreation
ResourceÜ
As the demand for outdoor recreation increases, various public
agencies will find it necessary to develop additional sites.

Public

agencies with particular interests in the development of western Montana

-3recreational resources include the United States Forest Service, the
National Park Service, the Bureau of Land Management, the Montana Fish
and Game Commission, the Montana Highway Commission, and the Office of
the State Forester.

For this study, the Bureau of Indain Affairs is

not considered as an agency

managing or administering public lands.

The United States Forest Service
As people discovered the recreational values of the National
Forests in the United States, the Forest Service found itself managing
for a new "use" in its multiple use program.^

After World War II,

facilities provided in the 1930*s on the National Forests became
obsolete and insufficient to handle the number of visitors.
Therefore, in 1957^ the Forest Service launched Operation Outdoors,
This five-year program had the national aim of "meeting the requirements
of 66 million visitors by 1962 and keeping with the increased use as it
occurred thereafter" (33, p , 1).

Much has been done through Operation

Outdoors, but it is expected to fall short of its overall objectives
because the number of recreational visitors has grown much more rapidly
than was originally expected and because adequate funds have not been
provided (l6 , p. 21 ).
In the Northern Region (Region 1), use has increased from over
two million in 1956 to more than six and one-half million in 1961
(38 , p. 1).

Over 300 recreational developments are now in use through

out the Region, and of these over 200 are in Montana.

Congress in its Multiple Use Act (TU Stat. 215) of June Î.2, I96 O
said **That it is to be the policy of Congress that the National Forests
are established and shall be administered for outdoor recreation, range,
timber, watershed, and wildlife and fish purposes" (15^ p« 22).

»»)I«°
Many opportunities for outdoor recreation are readily available
on the Region*s forests*

Developments range in size from four or five

units in many of the smaller campgrounds to over a hundred or more in
some of the larger picnic areas*

The Forest Service attempts to provide

adequate parking^tent and trailer space, tables, firewood, fireplaces,
toilets, garbage receptacles, and as often as possible, drinking water*
No utility connections are provided at this time at any Forest Service
development in the Region (39, p* 2),

The National Park Service
The National Park Service administers lands set aside by Congress
to preserve outstanding examples of beauty for public enjoyment

p* 2)

After World War II, the Park Service found itself in a situation similar
to the Forest Service in that visitors outnumbered available facilities*
This necessitated a program of action, and in 19?6, Mission 66 was
initiated*
Mission 66 was a ten-year program designed to develop National
Park facilities to meet the demands of the public and at the same time
protect

objects of national significance.

The yearly increase in the

number of visitors continued at such a rate that the Service could not
keep pace in construction and renovation of facilities (L3, p* 31).
As Congress has added natural, historical, and recreational areas
to the National Park System, the Park Service has found that one broad
management concept encompassing these three types of areas is inadequate*
In I96U, therefore, the Park Service replaced Mission 66 with the Road
to the Future Program, in which each of the three types of areas has a
separate management concept and a separate set of management principles*

These are coordinated to form one organic management plan for the entire
National Park System { h i , p* 3)«
In Montanag Glacier and Yellowstone National Parks exhibit some
of the finest Rocky Mountain scenery in the country*»

These parks

contain all three types of areas mentioned above and Mission 66 develop
ments*

All of Glacier National Park lies within Montana and has between

l5 and 20 campgrounds and picnic sites that remain open during the park
season*

Most of Yellowstone National Park is in Wyoming^ but three of

its five entrances are in Montana^ and one developed campsite at Specimen
Creek is in Montanans portion of the park*
National Park Service developments are similar to Forest Service
developments in that adequate parking^ tent and trailer space, tables,
firewood, fireplaces, toilets, garbage receptacles, and tap water are
provided*

Utility connections are already in operation, or will soon be,

at a number of National Park developments <>

The Bureau of Land Management
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is a consolidation of the old
General Land Office and Grazing Service®

The BLM manages the public

domain^ to produce benefits for the largest number of citizens, now and
in the future (ILL, p« I|.0)«
Outdoor recreation has been almost an accidental by-product of the
primary uses of the Bureau’s lands*

At present, the BLM does little

recreational development, and for this reason, no BLM areas could be
included for study in this investigation®

Nevertheless, the public domain

2
Public domain lands are the property of the Federal government,
subject to sale or other transfer under Federal laws (2, p* 93)o

supports thousands of big game animals, a wide variety of fish^ water
fowl, upland game birds, and other wildlifeo

These lands also contain

many sites of exceptional scenic beauty or unique natural phenomena*
Very little is presently known concerning the recreational use of the
public domain, but it is estimated to be considerable (1^1, p* i;0)*

The Montana Fish and Game Commission
The Montana Fish and Game Commission manages the state's hunting
and fishing resources*

The Commission also enforces and administers

water and safety programs in the state*
The Fish and Game Commission recognizes the problem of adequate
public access as one of extreme importance in the state, and to help in
this problem, the Commission has obtained, leased, or arranged through
special use permits for public access to a number of fishing and hunting
areas*

Development in most instances consists of tables, fireplaces,

and sanitation facilities*

Funds for this and other programs come from

license sales and Federal excise taxes on sport firearms and ammunition
(Pittman-Robertson Act) and sport fishing equipment (Dingell-Johnson
Act) ($, p* ii)*
This agency is ready to provide developments at many popular
recreational areas as funds will allow*

This is particularly true along

some of the larger and more renowned streams, lakes, and hunting areas*

The Montana Highway Commission
The Montana Highway Commission provides a suitable and adequate
system of roads throughout the state*

In connection with its system

of roads and highways, this agency has attempted to develop roadside

“7 “
stops, rest areas, puLl-outs, historical markers, and campgrounds.

Well

over fifty of these roadside developments exist.
Planning and maintenance of these developments has been somewhat
neglected, and it is now questionable whether these developments have
had their desired effect,

A low operating budget may explain some of

the problems faced by this agency in planning and maintaining develop™
ments,
The State Highway Commission presently administers the State Park
System through the Parks Division of the Highway Department,

The

Highway Commission has full responsibility and authority to acquire,
develop, and manage the state's parks, recreational areas, monuments,
and waysides.
At present, Montana has 26 state parks and recreational areas,
and in recent years, attendance figures for all state parks have been on
the increase.

This increase in use, along with a low operating budget

and a lack of staff, also restricts the functions of the State Park
Commission (12, p.17) .

The Office of the State Forester
The Office of the State Forester manages the state's 608,000
acres of forest land to obtain school funds.

The agency has campgrounds

on some of its lands, but many are considered no longer adequate.

These

developments are primarily protection from fire by attempting to control
visitor use (ii, p.6),
These developments average about three acres each, and develop
ment usually comprise tables, fireplaces, and sanitation facilities.

—8=
No funds are set aside or utilized for recreation by the State Forester,
The recreational development of state forest land supposedly is handled
by the State Parks Division (17, p* 9)o

CHAPTER II

Literature Review

Much work has been done in the past few years with reference to
outdoor recreationists0
part of today's society»

They have been studied as individuals and as
While there is considerable literature

related to outdoor recreationists available, only the more relevant
literature useful in this study has been reviewed.

User Characteristics
In studies of user characteristics, the various methods employed
have varied so that it is difficult to make direct comparisons.

However,

studies conducted in cooperation with the Outdoor Recreation Resources
Review Commission (ORRRC)^ indicated that age, income, education,
occupation, sex, race, and place of residence are significant in an
individual's pursuit of outdoor recreation (lU, p« 27).
Of these characteristics, the ORRRC concluded that age has the
greatest influence as to the type of outdoor recreation in which people
will participate (lli, p» 28).

In general, the older people get, the

less likely they will engage in outdoor activity.

The Commission goes

on to say that income, education, and occupation have an effect upon

^The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission was estab
lished by Congress in 19?8 to study outdoor recreational needs and
resources throughout the nation, to develop an inventory of recreational
resources that will be required in the years 1976 and 2000, and to
recommend the adoption of policies and programs which will be necessary
to satisfy future recreational needs (2, p, 9-6).

>=>1.0=*
the rate of participation in that participation rises -with an improve
ment in income^ education^ and occupation

po28-29)«

Race and sex

do not influence individuals as much as the previous characteristics^
but in general j, whites appear to recreate more than non-whites <, Males
tend to engage in outdoor pursuits more than females (lU^ p» 29)©
Marital status and the presence or absence of children do not appear
to influence to any degree participation in outdoor recreation^ but
the place of residence does exert some influenceo

In general, sub

urbanites seek more outdoor recreation than the rural or urban groups
(19, p. 28).
In a study of the Swan River State Forest in Lake County in
western Montana during the summer of 1963, Conrad described the "typical
Swan River State Forest recreational couple"

as followsg

oooThey would be about 1^0 years of age, with high school
education and a total annual income of about $6,000© His
occupation would most likely be in the category of craftsman,
foreman or operator and she would be a housewife
p« 112)*
Reid in a nationwide investigation of outdoor recreation prefer
ences in 1962 described, among others, the "typical respondent" at
National Parks, National Forests, and State Parks this way:
The leader of a group visiting a national park can be typified
as a middle-age person engaged in a professional or technical
occupation, who is above the average displayed for the remainder
of the sample in earned income and who reports a graduate-level
college education© The group is most likely a single-family group
accompanied by few or no children on a major vacation trip lasting
more than one week© The group is most likely to use hotel or motel
accommodations in preference to other kinds of lodging ©»o©
The typical national forest respondent is found to be a middleaged, middle-income person with a college education. This person
heads a single-family group on a trip of up to one week’s duration,
using tent or trailer campgrounds for overnight lodging,..©
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The head of a group visiting a state park can be characterized
as a middle«income young adult with a high school education^ who
is the leader of a group composed of one or more families and
friendso The group is within two hours of home^ on a day-outing
visit to a beach for swimming and associated activities (22j p«2^1=
21 2

: ).

In an examination of visitor patterns in National Forest camp°
grounds in Arizona^ New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, and South Dakota,
Love learned that the young adult (21 <=39 years of age) and children
(13 years old or less) were the dominate visitors.

These were followed

by the middle-aged adult (lj.0-39 years of age), the teenager (ll:-20 years
of age), and the oldgr adult (60-plus years of age).

In-state visitors

were more numerous than out-of-state visitors, and camping parties
outnumbered day-use parties by a narrow margin (1.1 to l.O).

The

average length of stay for campers was 27.35 hours per person, and dayusers stayed an average of 2.35 hours per visitor.
camp grounds

Men frequented the

slightly more than females (5l.5 percent to 1:8.5 percent)

(11, PP» 10-16).
The State University of South Dakota in I960 reported that over
one-half of the visitors to Lewis and Clark Lake and Ft. Randall
Reservoir were family groups and had travelled less than 100 miles
from home.

Approximately one-half of the visitors to these areas

planned to spend one or more nights (13^pp. 15-18).
Wagar in 1963 in two National Forest developments in Pennsylvania
and West Virginia attempted to determine what types of people were
using these areas.

When responses were compared, significant differences

existed between age, income, education, marital status, distance from
home, reasons for visitation, number of previous visits, and hours spent
per visit.

Relationships common to both areas indicated that visitors

«=X2=*
were married^ professional people^ and lived within 10=30 miles of the
areas (U9^pp® ^-9)o

User Preferences
Outdoor Activities
To determine the more popular or preferred outdoor activities^
individuals are usually asked to report in some manner activities in
which they actively participate.

Many activities mentioned may be in

combination with or as part of the primary purpose of visitation.

For

example, fishing may be the primary reason for visitation, but picnick=
ing, camping, relaxing, boating, or photography may be done in combination
with or as part of this primary activity,
A study of State Park visitors in 19hl by the National Park
Service reported the top five activities to be swimming, a study of past
events, picnicking, hiking, and playground activities

(1:2, p, 35)*

The

simple activities were the most popular.
The ORRRC in 1962 indicated that the simple outdoor activities
were still the most popular, regardless of age, income, education, or
occupation.

Driving and walking for pleasure ranked first.

The

Commission further reported that more time is spent doing things that
require the least participation or specialized equipment*

Activities

requiring special conditions, skills, or equipment ranked much lower
in frequency of participation (lU, p, 2^=26)*
The Commission^ s final report positioned the more popular activ=
ities as expressed in the nationwide survey.

Table I shows the top l5

outdoor activities in 1961 by the number of activity days per person
12 years old and oldero

'=13“
Conrad in the Swan River State Forest indicated relajcLngj fishing,
driving

for sightseeing, photography, hiking and walking, nature or

wildlife study^ and swiraning to be popular (ii<, p« 101),

Foster in 1962

at Montana's Cariyon Ferry Lake reported fishing to be the top activityo
Swiinmingj, boating, water skiing, camping, picnicking, and sightseeing
were also popular ( 7s P<> 16-17)o

TABLE I
Fifteen Most Popular Outdoor Activities
.
by Number of Activity Days per Person, 1960-61

Activity

Activity Days

Driving for Pleasure
Walking for Pleasure
Playing Outdoor Games or Sports
Swimming
Sightseeing
Bicycling
Fishing
Attending Outdoor Sports Events
Picnicking
Nature Walks
Boating (No Sailboats or Canoes)
Hunting
Horseback Riding
Camping
Miscellaneous

2o;73
17o93
12,71
6,1^7
5«91
Sol$
ii«l9
3.7^
3.^3
2,70
1.9S
1,86
1.25
0.86
0,57

X
Portion of table presented in Appendix F, Statistical Tables
in ORRRC’s Outdoor Recreation for America, 1962. Washington, D,C,
p. 212,

Reid said relaxing and picnicking were the most popular in his
nationwide study.

Swimming, sightseeing with stops, walking to scenic

points, photography, sunbathing, camping, and sightseeing from the car
followed in Importance (22, p, 166),

=li4.“
At Le-wis and Clark Lake and Fto Randall Reservoir^ the State
University of South Dakota proclaimed fishing to be the most popular
pursuit.

Camping g boating <, pi cni eking ^ and pleasure driving were also

popular, (135 po 19)0
Outdoor Facilities and Services
Literature related specifically to user preferences for facili
ties and services appeared rather limited.

Some facilities (sanitation

facilities) are considered necessities and are usually required by state
lawo

Other facilities (bonfire circles)^ however^ may be provided at

the land manager^s discretion in attempts to meet the basic desires^
wishes^ or expectations of the visitors«
Conrad asked visitors to identify facilities and services they
thought necessary to improve the recreational experience on the Swan
River State Forest,

Replies showed that better sanitation facilities^

drinking water3 information signs^ better maintenance^ and better camppicnic grounds would help improve the recreational experience (I4, p« lOh)
In the Central Rocky Mountain National Forests^ Love noted that
combinations and dispersion of facilities can be important in describing
user preferences and use patterns»

This study explained use patterns

varied according to the distance camping or picnicking units were from
parking, toilets, drinking water, closest unit, fishing point, and the
size of the clearing#

As examples, Love reported units within 100 feet

of toilets were preferred at different times of the season over those
located over 100 feet#

He also cited instances idiere units within 150

feet of drinking water were used longer than units over 1^0 feet

(11, Po 20-21)0

In Reid's nationwide study^ a determination of facility and service
•use and satisfaction was conducted*

By assuming use and satisfaction to

be a possible indicator or index of user preferences in area development,
responses are given in Table II relative to eleven facilities and services
covered in this study*

TABLE II
Percent Use of Eleven Facilities and Services
in 1962 Nationwide Recreation Survey by Lo Mo Reid^

Facility or Service

Drinking Water
Campgrounds
Toilets
Parking
Boat Docks
Rental Facilities
Marked Nature Trails
Roads
Concession Stands
Tours and Organized Groups
Signs and Information Service

Percent Use

8U
66
90
98
30
26
30
97
66
23
90

2
Table compiled from data as reported ins Reid, Lo M* 1963,
Outdoor Recreation Preferences* East Lansing, Michigan State University
pp* 190-21U»

CHAPTER III

Conduct of Stnd

Plan of Investigation

This study began in late Winter>196U through a discussion with
personnel of the Montana Fish and Game Commissiono

At that time, a state

ment was made that if it were known what users desired in development, the
land m a n a g e s job would be much easier*

1

The working design of this study

subsequently came about through a review of available literature and
consultation with, various interested individuals. .

Methods of Investigation
Methods of investigation for this study included both field and
office worko

Field work consisted of inventorying each study area’s

available facilities, services, and activities; obtaining a physical
description of each study area and its immediate surroundings, and con
ducting personal interviews*

The office work consisted of completing all

preliminary work in designing this study, analyzing completed question
naires and forms, and drawing possible conclusions*

Research Design
As previously mentioned, the most feasible place to get information
relative to user characteristics and preferences is from the visitor*
This was done by going to ten developed campgrounds selected for study

1

Conversation with John Waldron, Montana Fish and Game Commission,
January, I96 U 0
—16—

-17during the summer of 196ii in Granite, Missoula<, Lake, and Flathead
Counties« Visitors were contacted and asked a series of questions by the
investigator to obtain information about themselves, their opinions of
the area, and what they considered necessary in the development of the
area.
Campgrounds selected for study were primarily stream-based develop=
ments as a personal preference of the investigator.

An attempt was made

to select areas that might be considered representative of both Federal
and State agencies active in outdoor recreation in the four-county area.
From a list of candidate areas,

ten campgrounds were selected with

factors of accessibility, administering agency, degree of development,
and allotted travel time and funds being foremost in thought.
The two general problems in securing randomness in a sample
(identifying the population and manipulating the population through
the use of random numbers or drawings in the selective process) were
important in the selection of visitors for interviews.

The population

to be sampled was unknown as use figures were generally unavailable or
questionable, and for this reason, random sampling techniques were not
applicable.

Enough was known about the population to know that the

amount of use varied according to the study area, and in order to be
consistent and assured of possible interviews, it was decided beforehand
to sample as many individuals as possible.

The only restrictions in the

selection of visitors for interviews were that they must be 18 years of
age and the apparent head of the party or group leader.
The questionnaire used in this study was adapted from one used
in 1962 by the ORRRC.

It differed in that for this study interviews

were conducted on a person-to^person basis with the investigator asking

“ X 8 “»

a series of contracted questionso

A number of these questions required

categorized answers^ and cards with possible responses were used to
stimulate individual's replieso

A copy of the questionnaire used in the

Western Montana Recreation Survey of 1961; is presented in the Appendix,
In order to be more meaningful^ user opinions were supplemented
by an inventory of existing facilities, services^ and activities, along
with a physical description of each study area and its immediate
surroundingso

This was done on Form i;-l6Ul; prepared especially for this

purpose by the Bureau of Land Management,
The use of this form required a somewhat subjective approach on
the part of the investigator, and for this reason, the form, along with
the interview technique, was pre-tested along the Blackfoot River before
actual use*

It was found in the pre-testing that not all the information

asked for in Form

was needed for this study*

A supplement sheet was then added to the form to show the avail
ability of facilities, services, activities, nearby communities, and
other information felt to be important in this study*

This sheet was

also adapted from the ORRRC and required no subjective judgment on the
part of the investigator*

A sample of Form i;-l6 iU; and the supplement

sheet can be found in the Appendix*
A notebook was found to be very helpful in this study*

It was used

for sketching each study area's development and recording additional
information and comments for each area*

Facilities
Transportation, funds, questionnaires, and all forms were made
available through the Montana State University School of Forestry and the
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Forest and Conservation Experiment Station,

Only one investigator was

employed in making this study.

Cooperation
Before entering any agency’s developments^ that agency was notified
as to the date of proposed visitation^ the nature of the study^ and what
areas would be visited.

Persons contacted were very cooperative^ and in

instances <) help was offered in carrying out the study if desired.
Contacts during the course of the investigation included the United
State Forest Service^ the National Park Service^ the Montana Fish and
Game Commission^ the Montana Highway Commission^ and the Office of the
State Forester,

Elements of Analysis

Dates and Number of Interviews
Preliminary work of inventorying possible study areas began in
November) 1963 in connection with the Montana Resources Survey^ which
Montana State University School of Forestry is currently conducting.

This

preliminary inventory was completed in early May^ I96L, and the ten study
areas were selected in accordance with the already mentioned criteria.
Field work began in June^ I96 U and continued through middle August^ I96 L 0
Dates of the interviews and concurrent area reconnaissance for each study area
are presented in Table IIIo
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TABLE III
Dates of Interviews and Area Reconnaissance
Western Montana Recreation Survey, I96 I4.

Study Area

Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area

Ig
2s
3s
L:
$:
6g

Area

?g Bonner Camp

Date;

Camp Siria
Bitterroot Flat Campground
Harry^ s Flat Campground
Dalles Campground
Lee Creek Campground
Goat Creek Campground

Area 8 g Avalanche Creek Campground
Area 9§ Flathead River Fishing Access
Area lOg Fish Creek Campground

June 2$, I 96U
June 26 , I 96L
June 275 19 6U
June 283 196 I
July 1 3 1961
July 3=$, 196 L
July 21, 196 I1
June 2Uc, 196 k
July 25-2 6 . 196 U
August 7“83 196 k
August 10 -1^3 196 k
August 15-163 196 k

The analysis of data in the subsequent chapters is derived from
information collected during the interview dates for each study area,
and 11$ interviews are considered*

Table IV indicates the distribution

of interviews for the ten study areas*

Males accounted for 86*1 per

cent of the respondents5 and fem.ales accounted for 13®9 percent*
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TABLE IV
Distribution of Interviews for the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey^ 196U

Study Area

Area 1 : Camp Siria
Area 2 : Bitterroot Flat Campground
Area 3s Harry’s Flat Campground
Area Us Dalles Campground
Area 5s Lee Creek Campground
Area 6 : Goat Creek Campground
Area 7s Bonner Camp
Area 8 : Avalanche Creek Campground
Area 9: Flathead River Fishing Access
Area 1 0 : Fish Creek Campground

Total

No, of Interviews

2
5
7
7
h

17
Ih
hi
h
Ih

115

Classification of Study Areas
Information from different study areas is more useful if some
means of classifying this information into a logical fashion is used»
There are a number of possibilities that can be used in classifying the
sample areas,

Reid reports that study areas can be classified according

to "geographic location, location with respect to population centers
resource versus user-orientationg area size, ratios of developed area to
the total area^ topography, climatic conditions, types of water resources,
types of vegetation and ground cover, type of administering agency,
chronological order in establishment as a recreation area, number of park
employees, principal season of use, major activity attractions, day or
weekend use as compared with long-term vacation use, or predominant age
groupings of users" (22 , p, 82 )o

=’22=

For this study^ the ten study areas have been classified according
to administering agency*

Areas subject tc similar types of administra-

tion have been grouped accordingly in Table V*

TABLE V
Classification of Study Areas by Administering Agency
Western Montana Recreation Survey^ 196U

United States Forest Service
lo
2o
3o
he

5o

Gamp Siria
Bitterroot Flat Campground
Harry’s Flat Campground
Dalles Campground
Lee Greek Campground

National Park Service
1.
2o

Avalanche Greek Campground
Fish Creek Campground

State Agencies
1*
2o
3o

Bonner Camp - Montana Highway Commission
Coat Creek Campground - Office of the State Forester
Flathead River Fishing Access = Montana Fish and Game
Commission

CHAPTER IV

User Characteristics

Several questions were asked from the questionnaire and certain
information was recorded by the investigator about the group leader and
his party»

Questions related to the group leader concerned his age,

occupation, level of education, and income»

Questions directed toward

the group pertained to the kind of group, kind of visit, destination,
time and distance from home, number of years visited the study area,
frequency during the summer of visitation, and activity participation»
General information recorded by the investigator included party size
and composition and for overnight visitors, the type of overnight
accommodations »
In general, the investigator found all respondents very coopera
tive, interested, and willing to participate in this studyo

It is

important to remember that information tabulated and presented relative
to user characteristics in this chapter is from a very small sample of
the total use of the ten study areas received during the summer season»
It is in no way meant that the results reported herein are totally
representative of xhe study areas, visitors, or western Montana»

Party Composition
The 115 parties contacted within the ten study areas contained a
total of 396 persons, with the average party size being 3oU persons»

In

Table VI it can be seen that males outnumbered females in the ten study
areas by only a small percentage (5l.9=h8,l)»
-23-

The National. Park Study areas conformed closely to the overall
di 8tribution «

The National Forest study areas showed a marked

difference as males outnumbered females at almost a 2:1 ratio* Tliis
difference was probably due to the study areas being primarily used
for fishingo

In the State study areasfemales slightly outnumbered

maleso

TABLE VI
Sex Ratio of Visitors in the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey, I96 U

Percent Distribution

All
Responses

Males
Females

5i«9
U8 a

Classification
National
U,S.
Park Service Forest Service
5 0 .6
l9ok

6 1 ,2
38.8

State
Agencies
U7,8
52.2

Age
The age distribution for responding group leaders represented a
variety of age classes*

Of the total number interviewed, less than fi'-:

percent (2*6) refused to answer, and these were females*
As shown in Table VII, almost nine tenths (87o8 percent) of the
reporting group leaders were between 20-99 years of age.
age was UI 08 years*

The average

Table VII
Age Classes of Group Leaders in the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey5 I96 L

Age
20=29 Years
30=39 Years
1|0=]49 Years
5^0=59 Years
60=Plus Years
No Response

Total

No* of Persons

Percentages

2k
30
25
22
11
3

20.9
26.1
21.7
19.1
9.6
2.6

115

100*0

Less than one-tenth (9*6 percent) reported to be 60 years of as;e or oldero
No information relative to the age of other members of the group or
party was collected*
The high percentage of respondents between 20-60 years of age
suggests group leaders or heads of parties in the study areas, and
possibly other western Montana recreation areas, to be young adults (20=
39 years of age) or middle=aged adults (Lo=39 years of age)*

The older

adults (60 =plus years of age) might be expected to be the most infre
quent group leaders or heads of parties*

Occupation
A wide distribution of occupations was found in the study areas*
In Table VIII, over one-half (33*0 percent) of the group leaders were
employed in positions requiring professional, technical, or skilled
knowledge*

Managers, officials, and proprietors were next with just over

= 26 '”

one=tenth (1 3 ,0 percent) of the respondents reporting occupations in this
category.

Housewives were asked to report their husband®s occupation,

TABLE VIII
Occupations of Group Leaders in the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey^ I 96 U

Percent Distribution

All
Responses

Professional, Technical
Managers, Officials,
Proprietors
Laborers
Students
Sales Workers
Craftsmen, Foremen,
Operators
Service Workers
Retired
Farmers, Ranchers

Classification
National
U.S.
Park Service Forest Service

state
Agenciez

3506

32.7

3 2 .0

42,9

1 3 .0
ij-0147.0
5o2

1 8 ,2
5 .5
7.3
7.3

8 ,0
lt,0
8 .0
0 ,0

8 ,6
2,9
5.7
5.7

17.L
3.5'
11.3
2 ,6

11.5
3.6
10,9
0 ,0

2hoO
h .o

17.1
2,9
8 ,6
5.7

1 6 ,0
1|,0

Acording to agency classification, a majority of the respondents
were employed in positions requiring professional, technical, or skilled
knowledge.

The National Park study areas tended to parallel closely the

overall distribution of occupations, while the National Forest and State
study areas showed somewhat uneven patterns.
From this information, it is possible that a majority of visitors
to the study areas, and other western Montana recreation areas, will be
employed in positions requiring professional, technical, or skilled
knowledge, with a substantial number cf visitors being managers, officials
and proprietors.
represented.

Other occupational groups might be expected to be less

»27‘
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Education
Visitors to the ten study areas appeared to be relatively well
educatedo

It can be seen in Table IX^ that less than five percent (1,7)

did not complete high school.

Individuals with high school educations

were in the majority (3 8 ,3 percent)^ but interestingly^ almost twothirds (6 O 0O percent) of the total reported some education beyond the
high school level.

Just over one quarter (26,1 percent) reported

college degrees,

TABLE IX
Levels of Education of Group Leaders in the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey^ 1961;

Percent Distribution
Some High School
High School
Some College
College
Advanced Degree

All
Responses
1.7
38,3
21,7
26 .1
1 2 ,2

Classification
National
U.S.
Park Service Forest Service
1.8
30,9
2 3 ,6
2 9 ,1
lUo5

State
Agencies

no
li8,0
2 8 .0
1 6 .0
L.o

0,0
ii2o9
lU.3
2 8 ,6
1U,3

According to administering agencies, National Park and State study
areas attracted individual 3 with the highest levels of education.

In

National Forest study areas, less people reported college or advanced
degrees when compared with the National Park and State study areas.
Group leaders might be expected to have at least a high school
education, with a considerable number with some college or college
degrees.

Few would probably have less than a high school education.
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Income
Turning to the question of total family income, over nine^tenths
(97 oii percent) of the group leaders interviewed answered this question»
From Table X<, it can be seen that almost two=thirds (6 3 ,^ percent)
reported family incomes between lo^OOO-IB^OOO, and with the higher
income groups^ over nine-tenths (9Uo8 percent) of the responding leaderreported total family incomes over $5 s000 o

TABLE X
Total Family Income of Group Leaders in the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey, 196i|

Percent Distribution
$5 9000 -Under
$5,000-|7j,999
$8,000-19 J.999
#10,000-$lb;999
Il5,000-$19s999
$20 ;000 -0ver

All
Responses
2,2
6 3 .5
1 1 .3
lli.8
1.7
0.9

Classification
National
U.S.
Park Service Forest Service
12 o0
6 0 .0
1 2 .0
8 .0
JloO
UoO

3,8
62.3
IloU
2 0 ,6
1.9
0 .0

State
Agencies
2.9
73.5
1 1 .8
11.8
0 .0
0 .0

The average family income was not computed for this study as
respondents were asked to select from a prepared card a category in
which their total family income ranged*

From the high percentage of

group leaders with total family inccmes between

^0 0 0 000 c, the

average total family income ranged within these limits*
The I^^OOO-^SyOOO income bracket was by far the majority in all
administering agencies* areas.

National Park and State study areas

tended to parallel the overall distribution.

National Forest study areas

showed somewhat higher percentages of respondents below $5 ,0 0 0 and abote
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When the total family incomes are compared with the 1963 Bureau
of the Census® national estimate of $7j)5lO as the average family personal
income (iiO^ p. 377)5 it appears that a large percentage of families or
groups going to the study areas, and other recreation areas in western
Montana, will be families or groups with about average family incomeso
Relatively few individuals of low (below $^,000) or high (above $1^,000)
incomes might be expected in these areas*
The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission identified close
and direct relationships between the different levels of education, income,
and occupationso

With advanced education, the ORRRC reported that an

individual's occupational status, income and participation in outdoor
recreation usually increased up to a point*

By comparing Tables VIII, IX,

and X, it can be seen that persons interviewed for this study were rela
tively well educated, held professional, technical, or skilled jobs, and
were somewhere around the national average for total family incomes*
This could be important in describing the western Montana outdoor visitor
as it might be that individuals above the described group characteristics
would prefer to be elsewhere or engage in other forms of outdoor recre
ation, or the persons below the described group could not afford the
time and expense required to participate in outdoor recreation*

Kind of Group
Each group leader interviewed was asked to indicate whether he was
1 ) alone^ 2 ) part of a family with or without children, 3 ) one of a group

of friends or relatives, or L) part of an
boy scouts, etc*)*

organized group (church group,

As shown in Table XI, over three-quarters (77®U

percent) of all persons interviewed were family groups with or without
children*

Of these family groups, almost two-thirds (16*8 percent) were

-30with oM-ldrerio

The second most prominent groups encountered in the ten

study areas were groups of friends or relatives.

Single individuals and

organized groups were less common,

TABLE XI
Kind of Groups in the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey. 196U

Percent Distribution
Single Persons
Single Family With or
Without Children
Group of Friends or
Relatives
Organised Groups

All
Responses

Classifieation
National
U.S.
Park Service Forest Service

State
Agencies

6,1

3.6

1 6 ,0

2 .8

7 7 .4

8 9 .0

61;,0

6806

1 3 .0
3 .5

0 ,0
7.3

20.0
0.0

2806
0,0

All study areas showed family units to be the majority group.

Well

over three-quarters (8 9 ,0 percent) of the group leaders encountered in
the National Park study areas were with fairdly groups^ whereas family units
totaled approximately two-thirds of the visitors to the National Forest and
State study areas.

National Forest study areas showed the largest percent

age (2806 ) of groups of friends or relatives, This was perhaps the result
of these groups getting together for a day or weekend of fishing.
It is probable that individuals to these study areas^ and possibly
other western Montana recreation areas^ will be part of a family unit, A
lesser number of groups of friends or relatives and single persons might
be expected in these areas.

In the National Park study areas5 occasional

organized groups might be expected^ whereas they would appear less fre
quently in the National Forest and State study areas.

Kind of Visit
Each party leader contacted was asked the kind of visit his party
was making*

Responses were categorized as 1) major annual vacations,

2) weekend or overnight trips^ or 3) day outingso

In the overall analy

sis in Table XII, major annual vacations were almost one-half (i|2,6
percent) of the major kind of visits to the study areas*

Almost one-

third (31*3 percent) of the visits were weekend or overnight trips, and
just over one-quarter (26*1 percent) were day outings*

TABLE XII
Kind of Visits in the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey, 196Ij.

Percent Distribution
Major Annual Vacation
Weekend or Overnight
Trip
Day Outing

All
Responses

Classification
National
U*S*
Park Service Forest Service

State
Agencies

12.6

83*6

ij*0

Sol

31,3
26*1

I6*li
0.0

60*0
36.0

3U.3
60.0

The National Park study areas were high in the number of major
annual vacations, while the National Forest and State study areas ranked
high in weekend or overnight visits and day use respectively*

A small

percentage (16*L) of the visitors to the National Park study areas were
on weekend or overnight trips, and no day users were encountered*

In

the National Forest and State study areas, small percentages (h*0 and
S o l respectively) were on major annual vacations*

Upon comparison of Tables XI and XII, it can be seen that in the
National Park study areas, a majority of the group leaders were single
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families on major annual vacations»

In the National Forest and State

study areasg the family units were still in the majority, but a shift
in the kind of visits and a substantial increase in the number of groups
of friends and relatives were noted»

This can probably be explained in

terms of the visitors on major annual vacations tending to make their
vacations family affairs»
a day or weekend®

These vacations are usually longer than just

The groups of friends or relatives undoubtedly found

it easier to get away in such groups for a day or weekend of fishing or
a day’s drive than on a major annual vacation.
Comparison of Tables VI and XII also leads to an interesting
possibility.

The National Forest study areas reported almost a 2:1

ratio of men to womeng and almost two-thirds (6 0 ,0 percent) of the total
visits to the National Forest study areas were weekend or overnight
trips.

As the National Forest study areas were known to be access points

to good fishingg these figures might indicate a number of men or fathers
and sons were participating in a weekend or overnight trip where the
fishing was good®
On the other handg the State study reported slightly more females
than males and predominantly day use.

These study areas tended to be

along major routes of travel and could easily serve as points for rest
stops, lunch stopSc, or an afternoon of relaxation.

Possibly this appealed

more to females than a weekend or overnight trip off the main routes.

Destination
Group leaders were asked a question to determine if the study
areas were their main destination or a single stop in a series of stops.
Responses were categorized as shown in Table XIII,

Over one-half
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(^ll«8 percent) of the repsondents were at thie main destination, while
the remainder (^ $ ,2 percent) were at a stop in a series of stopso

TABLE XIII
The Ten Study Areas as the Main Destination or a Stop
in a Series of Stops
Western Montana Recreation Survey, 196^

Percent Distribution
Main Destination
One Stop in a Series
of Stops

___________
Classification
____
All
National
U@So
Responses Park Service Forest Service

State
Agencies

5^*8

50o9

68,0

SloL

h^o2

li9ol

32,0

US, 6

The National Park and State study areas were relatively equal in
the number who expressed these areas to be their main destination or as
a single stop in a series of stops.

In the National Forest study areas^

well over one-half (6 0 ,0 percent) reported these fishing areas to be
their main destination,
A possible relationship appears between the number of individuals
expressing attraction-oriented areas as their main destination and the
kind of visits.

This possibility has been identified by other investi

gators and suggest people have a pretty good idea what they want and
expect in an area before they leave home.

Many visitors to the National

Forest study areas knew these areas to be points of access to good
fishing streams5 and with the expenses involved and only a weekend or
overnight trip planned, the destination was decided on beforehand.

Time and Distance from Home
Heads of parties were asked how many days they would be away from
home5 and if they were away less than one day^ an estimate of the number
of hours they would be away from home.

Parties away from home less than

one day averaged 6<,5 hours g and individuals away from home longer than one
day averaged llo5 days. (Note that these figures were not necessarily
indicative of the time spent within the study areas, as they were averages
of time visitors were away from home,)
In Table XI,V, it can be seen that almost one-quarter (2UoU percent)
of the persons contacted indicated less than one day away from home.
More than one-third (i|0o8 percent) indicated 2°10 days away from home.
Over one-quarter (26,1 percent) planned to be away from home between 11-20
days.

Only a small percentage (8,7) reported longer periods of travel.

TABLE XIV
Length of Time Away from Home of Respondence in the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey, 196L

Percent Distribution
Less than One Day
2-5 Days
6-10 Days
11-20 Days
21-30 Days
31“Plus Days

All
Responses

28,7
1 2 .2
2 6 .1
6 .1
2 .6

Classification
National
U.S.
Park Service Forest Service
0 ,0
1 8 .2
2 0 .0
1*9.1
10.9
1 .8

32,0
5 6 .0
1 ,0
hoO

0 .0
0 ,0

state
Agencies
57.1
25.7
5.7
5.7
2.9
2.9

Over four-fifths (8l ,8 percent) of the irisitors contacted in the
National Park study areas planned to be away from home for over a week.
The average number of days away from home for these areas was lU,0 days.

«.36—

with no day use recorded,

Almcst one-third (32,0 percent) of the National

Forest study area group leaders indicated less th,gn one day away from
home, and over one-half ($6 ,0 percent) disclosed being away between 2»^
days.

Day visitors to the National Forest study areas averaged Toi hours

away from home, and extended stay visitors averaged ^ ,7 days away from
home. More than one-half (^7,1 percent) of the State study area visitors
reported that would be away less than one day, and just over one-quarter
(2^07 percent) indicated 2-^ days away from home.

Day users in the State

study areas averaged 6 ,3 hours away from home, and overnight visitors
averaged 8 ,8 days away from home, (Note again that these averages were
for time away from home, and they were not necessarily indicative of the
time actually spent at the study areas,)
Group leaders were also asked how many miles they had travelled
to arrive at the ten study areas.

If the distance travelled was not

direct distance between home and the study area, indirect distance was
recorded.
areas was

Overall, the average mileage travelled in arriving at the study
miles.

In Table XV, over one-third (36,U percent) of the party leaders
were within 50 miles of home, whereas over one-third (38,3 percent) trav
elled over ^00 miles in arriving at the study areas.
(U6 o9 percent) were within 100 miles of home.

Almost one-half
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table

XV

Distance Respondents Travelled to Arrive at to Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey^ I96L

Percent Distribution

All
Responses

0-10 Miles
11-25 Miles
26-50 Miles
51-100 Miles
101-500 Miles
500-Plus Miles

2 ,6
10-b
23,5
1 0 ,1
lU ,8
3 8 .3

Classification
National
U 0S 0
Park Service Forest Service

0 ,0
0,0
10,9
0 ,0
2 0 ,0
69,1

0 ,0
0,0
6 0 ,0
1 2 ,0
1 6 ,0
1 2 ,0

State
Agencies

8 ,6
31,3
17,1
25,7
5,7
8 ,6

More than two-thirds (69,1 percent) of the visitors contacted in
the National Park study areas travelled over ^00 miles, with 789 d miles
the average distance journeyed.

In the National Forest study areas,

almost two-thirds (6 O 0O percent) travelled between 26-^0 miles, with
119.2 miles the average.

Over one-third (lUd percent) of the State study

area visitors journeyed only between 11-25 miles, but 257*3 miles was the
average.
As was true for the length of time away from home, the averages
for the distances travelled to arrive at the study sites were not neces
sarily indicative of the mileage travelled directly to the study areas from
home.

Many individuals were just taking a stop in a series of stops and

were travelling toward a primary destination.
An interesting possibility appeared upon study of time and distance
from home and the kind of visit. As was expected, the National Park study
areas reported a large percentage (83 ,6 ) cf visitors on major annual
vacations and long distances and times away from home.

The National

-3&Forest study areasp however^ had a majority (6 O 0O percent) of weekend
or overnight parties^ whOp in generalp travelled between 26-^0 miles to
arrive at the areas.

The State study areas showed mainly day use, with

over two«fifths {U2oS percent) of the groups within 2^ miles from home.
When the average distance travelled to the National Forest and State
study areas were combined, the average was 129oli miles.

This probably

indicates a substantial amount of local use (persons living within 100 «
150 miles) of these and other western Montana recreational areas outside

Glacier National Park.

Frequency of Visits to Area
Party leaders were asked how many years they had been coming to
the study areas, and how often during the summer they visited the study
areas.

As shown in Table XVI, over two«fifths (hhoO percent) said this

was their first visit to the study areas, and just over one«third (39 ol
percent) said they had been coming to the study areas between 1 -3 years.
Almost one-tenth (7*8 percent) replied they had been coming to the study
areas for ten years or more.
TABLE XVI
Number of Years Respondents Reported Visiting the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey, I96 I1

Percent Distribution
First Visit
1-3 Years
6=10 Years
11-20 Years
21-Plus Years

All
Responses
LkoL
39.1
6.7
3.2
2 .6

Classification
National
U.S.
Park Service Forest Service
3 0 .9
UOoO
7.3
1 .8
0 .0

2ii.0
UhoO

1 6 .0
1 2 .0
iioO

State
Agencies
U8.6
3L.3
3.7
3 o7
3 o7
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Just over one-half (S0*9 percent) of the visitors to the National
Park study areas were on their first visit*

Just under one-half (1^8*6

percent) were on initial visits to the State study areas*

In the

National Forest study areas, almost one-half (i;ii*0 percent) had visited
the study areas between 1 -5 years, while just under one-quarter (2^*0
percent) were on their first trip*
It can be seen in Table XVII that just over three-quarters (75»6
percent of all persons contacted said they visited the study areas only
once during the summer, whereas less than five percent (3 *5 ) reported
frequenting the areas once a week or more*

Almost one-fifth (lUo8 percent)

said they came to the study areas about once a month during the summer*

TABLE XVII
Frequency of Visitors of Respondents During the Summer
to the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey, 1961;

Percent Distribution

All
Re;sponses

Once a Week or More
During the Summer
3*5
A Couple of Times a
Month During the Summer 6*1
Approximately Once a
Month During the Summer 11*8
Once During the Summer
75.6

Classification
National
u.s*
Park Service Forest Service

State
Agencies

0*0

it.O

8*6

3*6

20.0

0*0

7*3
89*1

2L.0
52,0

20*0
71.it

The National Park study areas had the largest representation
(89*1 percent) of persons visiting only once during the season*

This was

expected as most of the parties were on major annual vacations*

In the

National Forest study areas, more than one-half (52*0 percent) indicated

visiting only once during the summer^ while almost one-quarter (2hoO per
cent) reported frequenting the areas at least a couple of times a month.
Almost three-quarters (71,L percent) of the State study area parties said
they came

to the areas once during the summer.

One-fifth (20,0 percent)

said they

visited the areas about once a month during the season.

As long as time and distance remain non-restrictive^ a possible
relationship exists between area attractions and an individual's fre
quency of visitation.

As an example^ in National Forest study areas, over

one-half (6 0 ,0 percent) of the visitors interviewed were within SO miles
of home, and just under one-quarter (2ltoO percent) said they frequented
the study areas about once a month or more during the summer on weekend
or overnight trips.

These areas were known to be near good fishing streams,

and many individuals interested in fishing might prefer to take a day or
weekend outing as often as possible during the summer to these or similar
areas than go to other attraction-orientated areas.

Activity Participation
A question was asked

relative to the activities in which visitors

(includedgroup or party) participated

while visiting the ten study areas.

Table XVIII relates the overall distribution of the activities in order
of importance.

Most individuals participated in a number of activities.

■la
TABLE XVIII
Activity Participation of Visitors in the Ten Study Areas^
Western Montana Recreation Survey, 196U

Percent Distribution
Relaxing
Picnicking
Camping
Fishing
Photography
Trail Hiking
Sunbathing
Wading
Miscellaneous
Swimming
Horseback Riding
Motorboating
Canoeing

___ All
Responses
78.3
73.9
70ck
5 2 .2
U9*6
38,3
21.7
1 8 .3
7.8
hok

3.5
0*0
0 .0

Classification
National
h *S a
Park Service Forest Service
7 2 .0
5 2 .0
6 4 .0
84.0
3 2 .0
12*0
2 0 .0
4.0
8 .0
4.0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0

91.5
85.5
100*0
50.9
8 3 .6
74.5
2 0 .0
l6 *ii
5.5
1*8
7.3
0 .0
0 .0

state
Agencies
57.1
100*0
28.6
31*4
8 .6
0 .0
25.7
31.4
11.4
8*6
0 .0
0*0
0*0

^Percentages do not total lOOoO# as most individuals reported
active participation in more than one activity*

The study areas were primarily orientated toward streams, and the
subsequent analysis was skewed in this respect*

Relaxing, picnicking*

and camping outranked all other activities, with almost three-quarters of
the visitors reporting active participation*

Approximately one=half of

the people indicated active participation in fishing and photography, and
lesser amounts of active participation were reported in hiking, sunbathing,
wading, swimming, and horseback riding*

The miscellaneous included rock

hunting, cone hunting, and archery, and less than ten-percent (7 *8 ) partici
patedo

Motorboating and canoeing received no mention of participation as

these streams were for the most part- not adaptable to these activities*

-L2The top three activities reported by visitors of all study areas
were relaxing, picnicking, and camping.

In the National Park study areas,

camping, relaxing, and picnicking, were the top three pursuits.

In the

National Forest study areas, fishing, relaxing, and camping were the
most popular, and in the State study areas, picnicking, relaxing, fishing,
and wading were the most common.
Participation within the study areas appeared to be related to the
availability or absence of facilities and opportunities.

Outside of

relaxing, which possibly was a result of participation, the activities
most popular were ones readily available.

For example, the presence and

knowledge of hiking trails in and near the National Park study areas prob
ably precipitated participation and was reflected in the high percentage
of response, while the absence of hiking trails or the knowledge of their
presence in or near the National Forest or State study areas was reflected
in the low percentages of participation.

However, it still remains that

for all three study area classes, relaxing, picnicking, camping, and
fishing were popular*

This might possibly indicate a mutual desire or

preference for the same activities between local Montanans and out=of=
state visitors*

Further investigation in this area is needed, however,

before this can be accurately determined*

Overnight Aceommodations
Almost three-quarters (71o3 percent) of the individuals interviewed
in the study areas said they were staying overnight*

The types of over

night accommodations possible within the areas were tents, trailer campers
and truck campers*

=13 -

In Table XIX^ almost one=half (U6o3 percent) of the overnight visi
tors were tent campersj whereas just over one=third (37*8 percent) were
trailer campers*

Less than one-fifth (15*9 percent) were truck campers,

TABLE XIX
Type of Overnight Accommodations of Respondents
in the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey^ 196U

Percent Distribution
Tents
Trailer Campers
Truck Campers

All
Responses
U6o3
37.8
15.9

Classification
National
U.S.
Park Service Forest Service
i^O.O
U5.5
1U .5

$6*3
3 1 ,3
12.3

State
Agencies
6 3 ,6
9,1
27*3

All individuals in the National Park study areas were staying
overnightj with aljmost one-half (^6 .3 percent) being tent campers and
over one-third (37*8 percent) being trailer campers*

Just under two-

thirds (6^.0 percent) of the groups in the National Forest study areas
remained overnight^ with over one-half ($6 ,3 percent) being tent campers
and just under one-third (31*3 percent) being trailer campers.

In the

State study areas5, almost one-third (31,8 percent) said they were staying
overnight, and of these^ just less than two-thirds (63*6 percent) were
tent campers and over one-quarter (27,3 percent) were truck campers*
It is also evident that in almost all agency study areas, over
three-quarters of the overnight visitors were tent or trailer campers *
The one exception was in the State study areas where truck campers out
numbered trailer campers^ and just over nine-tenths (90*0 percent) were
tent and truck campers*

This difference might be attributed to the dependency of tent and
trailer campers upon developed campgrounds, and the somewhat independence
of truck campersq

Tent campers need sanitation facilities, drinking

water, and tent space, and trailer campers need sufficient space for
overnight parking*

These needs are met in developed campgrounds*

The

smaller, self-contained truck campers are able to carry their own drinking
water and sleeping space, and these campers need little space for over°
night parking, allowing them to pull off at almost any convenient spot
along the travel route.

CHAPTER V

User Opinions and Preferences

Group leaders were asked their opinions as to the use for which
the area is best suited, level of area development^ number of people
using the area, ease of access, willingness to pay to use the area, and
the activities for whi,ch the area is best suited*

It should be mentioned

that it is the opinion of the investigator that visitors responded with
sincere and thoughtful opinions, but nevertheless, caution should be used
in drawing possible conclusions from the available data.

Use for Which Area is Best Suited
Party leaders were asked to express opinions relative to the one
kind of visit for which the individual study area was best suited*
Responses were categorized as 1) major annual vacations, 2) weekend or
overnight trips, and 3 ) day outings*
Table XX shows slightly over one-half (52*2 percent) thought the
study areas to be best suited for major annual vacations*

Just less

than one-half (ill*? percent) thought the study areas to be best suited
for weekend or overnight trips, and under ten percent (6 *1 ) expressed day
use to be the best use*

•ii^^

TABLE XX
Opinions as to the Use for Which the Ten Study Areas Are
Best Suited
Western Montana Recreation Survey^ 196U

Percent Distribution
Major Annual
Vacation
Weekend or
Overnight Trip
Day Outing

All
Responses

Classification
National
U.S.
Park Service Forest Service

state
Agencies

52.2

1 0 0,0

1 6 ,0

2.9

iil.7
6.1

0 .0
0 .0

81»,0
0 ,0

77.1
20.0

Other investigators have identified a possible relationship
between the kind of visit and the visitor's opinion relative to the best
suited use of an area*

Reid said that when this relationship can be

identified, areas were more than likely meeting the expectations of the
visitor relative to the kind of visit (22 , p« 15 2 )»
Upon examination of Tables XII and XX, this relationship between
the kind of visit and opinions as to the best suited use of the area can
be identified.

Overall, almost one-half (U2»6 percent) of the visitors

reported to be major annual vacations, and slightly over one-half (52»2
percent) thought the study areas to be best suited for major annual
vacations»

Almost one-third (31«3 percent) of the respondents reported

to be on weekend or overnight trips, and just over two-fifths (hi»7 per
cent) believed the study areas to be best suited for weekend or overnight
trips.

Only in the case of the number of visitors on day outings

(2 6 .1 percent) and the number who thought the best use of the areas to be
day outings (6.1 percent) was there a sharp difference»

This difference

“ It?”

was attributed to the degree of development (tables, fireplaces, etc,)
influencing visitor opinions toward the overnight or extended stay.

It

is not suggested that the day user’s were unsatisfied with the present
stage of development*
This relationship took on more meaning when compared according to
administering agencies*

Over four-fifths (83*6 percent) of the visitors

interviewed in the National Park study areas reported being on major
annual vacations^ and all expressed opinions that these same study areas
were best suited for major annual vacations.

The degree of area develop

ment may not have influenced visitor opinions here as much as did near-by
attractions of Glacier National Park,

In the National Forest study

areasçi almost two-thirds (6 0 ,0 percent) said they were on weekend or
overnight trips.

State study areas received the highest percentage of

day users (6 0 ,0 ), and over three-quarters (77*1 percent) of the total
thought these areas to be best suited for weekend or overnight trips.
One-fifth (20,0 percent), however, did think that the State study areas
were best suited for day use.

In the National Forest and State study

areas, the degree of area development did appear to influence visitor
opinions,

Level of Area Development
Each group leader was asked a question concerning the present level
of area development*

Answers were categorized as to l) overdeveloped^

2 ) just about right, and 3 ) underdeveloped*

In Table XXI, it can be seen that over three-quarters (71*1 percent)
thought the study areas to be just about right.

Less than one-tenth

(9*6 percent) believed the study areas to be overdeveloped, while just

over one-tenth (llo3 percent) thought the study areas to be under
developed»
Only in the National Forest study areas did more than one-tenth
(16»0 percent) of the visitors interviewed express opinions of over
development»

Interestingly2 over one-quarter (28*6 percent) of the

persons interviewed in the state study areas thought these areas to be
underdeveloped»

In the National Park study areas^ just over nine-

tenths (9 0 .9 percent) considered the areas just about right, and no one
thought the National Park study areas to be underdeveloped»

In general,

most individuals expressed satisfaction with the present levels of
development for all study areas»

TABLE XXI
Respondent’s Opinion of Present Development
of the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey, 1961;

Percent Distribution
Overdeveloped
Just About Right
Underdeveloped

_______________ Classification_________
All
National
U»S»
State
Responses Park Service Forest Service Agencies
9.6
79*1
11» 3

9<.l
90»9
0»0

l6»0
72*0
12 »0

S»7
65»?
28» 6

Comparison of Tables XVI and XXI indicated an interesting possi
bility between the years of visitation and opinions concerning the
present level of development »

In the National Forest study areas,

slightly less than one-fifth (l6»0 percent) of the visitors contacted
reported visiting the study areas for eleven years or longer, while a
like number (l6»0 percent) reported the study areas to be overdeveloped»

For the most part, these were the same people, and this suggested that
many individuals visiting the study areas for many years remembered the
area before development, and they quite possibly preferred to have it
remain undeveloped.

Number of People Using the Area
Heads of parties were asked a similar question concerning the num
ber of people presently using the study area.

Responses were categorized

as 1)^ too many people 2% just about right and 3)^ would be okay with more
people.
It can be seen in Table XXII that less than one-fifth (16,5 percent)
thought too many people were using the study areas.

Just over two-thirds

(69.6 percent) believed use to be just about right, and slightly over onetenth (1 3 .9 percent) indicated it would be okay with more people.
More than over one-quarter (28,0 percent) of the National Forest
study area visitors thought there were too many people, while less than
one-fifth (12,7 percent) and (lUo3 percent) respectively of the National
Park and State study area visitors indicated there were too many people.
At the other extreme, one-fifth (20,0 percent) of the National Forest
and State study area visitors thought it would be all right with more
people using the areas, whereas less than one-tenth (7,3 percent) of the
National Park respondents thought more people would be okay.

In general,

opinions seemed to show that the present number of people using the study
areas was not adversely affecting the recreational experience.
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TABLE XXII
Respondent''s Opinions of the Present Number of People
Using the Ten Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey, 196ii

Percent Distribution
Too Many People
Just About Right
Would Be Okay With
More People

All
Responses

Classification
National
U.S,
Park Service Forest Service

State
Agencies

16*S
69*6

12*7
80*0

28*0
$2*0

lUo3
6$*7

13*9

7*3

20*0

20*0

It appears that user opinions relative to the number of people
using the study areas were affected by the availability of facilities in
the study areas to handle the number of people present*

In all study

areas, a majority (69*6 percent) thought the number of persons using the
areas to be just about right; yet, not all the study areas had the same
level of development*

As was mentioned in the area descriptions in

Chapter Illg the National Park study areas were relatively large, concen
trated, and received considerable use, while other study areas (Area 9g
the Flathead River Fishing Access) were small, less intensively developed,
and received relatively light use*

If use taxed or exceeded the facili

ties or ability to handle this use, visitor opinions might well have been
just the opposite*

Ease of Access
Group leaders were asked a question about ease of access into the
study areas, and if, in their opinion, access was difficult, what was the
cause of dificulty*

Table XXIII shows that over nane-tenths (92*2 percent)

reported no difficulties5 while the remainder said bad and unmarked roads
were causes of difficult accesso

No one indicated difficult access due

to areas not being on road maps.
The national Forest and State study areas reported difficulties
in access «
study areas.

No difficulties were recorded in access into the National Park
Just under one-fifth (16,0 percent) of the visitors inter

viewed in the National Forest study areas thought roads to be a problem.
The recent Spring flood had severely damaged the Rock Creek area access,
and study visits were made to these study areas before road repairs were
completed.

In the State study areasg over one-tenth

(lii,3 percent)

reported difficulty due to a lack of approach and entrance signs.

In

general, however the study areas were considered readily accessible,

TABLE XXIII
Ease of Access as Reported by Respondents into the Ten
Study Areas
Western Montana Recreation Survey, 196^

Percent Distribution
Easy-10-Getto Area
Bad Roads
Roads Not Marked
Not on Map

All
Responses

9 2 ,2
3 .5
Uo3
0 ,0

Classification
National
U,So
Park Service Forest Service

100,0
0,0
0 ,0
0 ,0

8k.O
1 6 ,0
0 ,0
0 ,0

State
Agencies

85.7
0 .0
111.3
0 .0

Willingness to Pay
Group leaders were asked if they were willing to pay to use the
study areas and related facilities, and if so
to pay.

how much were they willing

As shown in Table XXIV, under one-fifth (l8,3 percent) said they

would not be willing to pay to use the areas.

Almost two«thirds (61,7

percent) said they were willing to pay between $0,S0-$2,00 to use the
areas.
More than four-fifths (8l,8 percent) of the National Park study
area visitors said tliey would be willing to

pay over $1,00 to use the

areas.

be in addition to the $2,00

This fee for use of the areas would

entrance fee visitors pay upon entering Glacier National Park,

On the

other handc, two»fifths (U0,0 percent) of the National Forest study area
group leaders were unwilling to pay g while over two-fifths

(i|li,0 per

cent) said they were willing to pay between $0,^0-$l,00,

TABLE XXEV
Willingness of Respondents to Pay
To Use the Ten Study Areas^ by Agency
Western Montana Recreation Survey^ 196U

Classification
National
U,S,
Responses Park Service Forest Service

All

Percent Distribution
Nothing

18.3

|o.oo-$o,5o

11.3
27.8
33,9
8,7

$1.01-12,00
$2.00-0ver

0,0
1,8
16,

67.3
lk.2

state
Agencies

ii0,0
8oO
W:,0
lloO
UoO

31.il
28,6
3h,3
2,9
2.9

Almost one-third (31oi+ percent) of the visitors contacted in the
the State study

areas were unwilling to pay^ but just under two-thirds

(62,9 percent) said they were willing to pay between $0,01«$l,00o
The opposition to payment of fees for use of the study areas came
primarily from areas that received substantial local use (National Forest
and State study areas).

More than likely^ conflict would be light in

Glaoier National Park in that visitors are in an area of exceptional
beauty3 and these people have travelled long distances for this oppor»
tunity«

Possibly due to the tremendous amount of available public land,

past years of unrestricted free use^ the type of attraction, or just
■stubbornness, a sizable number of local people felt it necessary to express
opposition*

Only in instances along Rock Creek where individuals had been

using these areas for many years as fishing accesses did responses suggest
hostility toward the prospects of paying to use the areas*

Activities for Which Area is Best Suited
Visitor participation in outdoor activities at the study areas
was presented in Chapter IV*

Individuals contacted were also asked their

opinions relative to what activities they thought the study areas were
best suited*
As shown in Table XXV, a great majority expressed opinions that
the study areas were suitable for camping, picnicking, relaxing, and
fishingo

A good percentage thought the areas were also suitable for

photography, trail hiking, and wading*
Upon examination of data according to administering agency, it was
apparent (as was discussed in Chapter IV) that the availability or
absence of facilities for opportunities influenced visitor opinions*
Caution should be used in drawing conclusions from these opinions*
As an example of this influence, it can be seen that picnicking,
camping, and relaxing ranked high in all study areas*

Facilities and

opportunities for these activities were readily available*

On the other

hand, less than one-half (^j*6 percent) of the respondents in the national
Park study areas expressed opinions that these areas were suitable for

horseback ridingwhile under ten percent (8*0 and 8*6 respectively) iri
National Forest or State study areas expressed similar opinionso

It was

quite possible that respondent's opinions were influenced by available
opportunities for horseback riding around the National Park study areas,
while the absence of available horseback riding opportunities around the
National Forest and State study areas affected opinions*

TABLE XXV
Activities For Which the Respondents Thought
The Ten Study Areas Best Suited^
Western Montana Recreation Survey, 1 9 6 k

Percent Distribution
Picnicking
Camping
Relaxing
Trail Hiking
Sunbathing
Phcitography
Hunting
Canoeing
Bank Fishing
Horseback Riding
Wading
Miscellaneous

All
Responses
93.9
99.1
92,2
17.8
35.7
67.8
19.1
2.6
7U.8
25.2
13.5
7.8

Classification
National
U.S.
Park Service Forest Service
96.a
100.0
9L.6
8^o5'
29.1
100.0
1.8
g.g
69.1
43.6
47.3

80.0
96.0
84.0
12.0
44.0
48.0
64.0
0.0
8 0 .0
8.0
32.0
8.0

State
Agencies
100,0
100.0
91.3
lit.3
Uo.o
31.U
lU.3
0.0
80.0
8.6
lt5.7
n.U

Percentages do not total 100,0# as most individuals reported the
study areas suitable for more than one aetivltyo

Minimum Development of Area
To obtain an insight into what visitors thought to be necessary
in the development of the study areas, group leaders were asked the
question ?

**What do you think should be placed here as MINIMUM in

development of this site?"

Responses were categorized in Table XXVI,

Sanitation^ facilities^ tables^ fireplaces^ drinking water^ and
parking ranked high in development expectations« These facilities are
considered basic to any development by today's standards« Almost threequarters (71,3 percent) of the individuals contacted deemed information
signs of approach^ entry^ and direction as necessities, while just less
than one-half (^6,1) considered trails as necessities.

Facilities and

services thought important by one-quarter (2$,C percent) or more included
paved access rcadsg bonfire circles, electrical outlets, and bathhouse
facilities.

Interestingly, less than five-percent (i|.o3) desired no develop

ment of facilities or services.
It is evident that visitor opinions were once again Influenced by
the availability of facilities and services within the campgrounds or the
person's previous exposures to developments in other areas.

For this

reason, caution is recommended in drawing possible conclusions relative to
area development.
For examplen available facilities and services above the standard
developments in the National Park study areas included bonfire circles,
electrical outlets, and resident caretakers.

For all practical purposes,

the National Forest and State study areas were without these developments.
Opinions in the National Park study areas reflected the presence of these
additional facilities and services.

The absence of these facilities and

services in the National Forest and State study areas was likewise
reflected in visitor opinions.

TABLE XXV"!
Opinions of Respondents as to the Minimum Development
of the Ten Study Areai^
Western Montana Recreation Survey^ 1 9 6 h

Percent Distribution
No Development
Paved Access
Roads
Toilets
Garbage Containers
Boat Docks
Bonfire Circles
Concession
Operations
Swimming
Facilities
Electrical
Outlets
Information
Signs
Trails
Tables
Fireplaces
Drinking Water
parking
Picnic Shelters
Outdoor Games
Bathouse
Facilities
First Aid
Caretaker
Miscellaneous

All
Responses

C1a s3ification
National
U.S.
Park Service Forest Service

State
Agencies

iio 3

OoO

1 2 ,0

^.7

93o0
91*3
OoO
3ho8

4 7 .3
1 0 0 ,0
98,2
0 .0
5 2,7

8 ,0
8 8 ,0
8 8 ,0
0 ,0
32,0

2 ,9
8S.7
82,9
0 .0
9 .7

7 .0

1 0 ,9

4o0

2 ,9

7 .0

3 .6

OoO

1 7 .1

2 9 ,6

5 # .2

0 ,0

2 ,9

7 1 .3
I4.60I
90.^
8 2 ,6
87.8
89.6
8 ,7
lOoii

7 4 .6
6»9,1
1 0 0 ,0
9 4 .6
9 4 ,6
94 06
5 .g
1 2 ,7

80,0
3 6 ,0
8 8 ,0
8 4 ,0
8 8 ,0
8 0 ,0
1 6 ,0
1 2 ,0

60.0
1 7 ,1
77.1
6 2 ,9
77.1
8 8 ,6
8 ,6
5 .1

2 7 .0
1 3 .0
1 2 ,2
2 ,6

4 9 .1
1 0 ,9
2 3 .6
3o6

0 ,0
2 8 ,0
4 .0
0 ,0

11.U
5 .7
0 ,0
2 .9

^Percentages do not total lOOoO^ as most individuals reported
more than one category necessaryo

CHAPTER VI

Conclnsionsg Limitaticna^ and Recommendations
For the Future

Review of the Problem
The primary objective of this investigation is to serve as a pilot
stndy in the determination of user characteristics and preferences in
outdoor recreation in western Montanao

In past years^, the recreational

visitor to western Montana has received little attention, and land
managers develop recreational streas without a real londerstanding of the
user, his wants, or his needs*
In this study, 11^ personal interviews were obtained from ten
selected campgrounds in Granite, Missoula, Lake, and Flathead Counties*
Group leaders or heads of parties were asked questions about themselves,
their opinions of the study areas, and what they considered necessary
in development of the study areas*

The user information was supple

mented by information collected during reconnaissance of the study areas
at the time of the study visits*
In this final chapter, major findings are discussed in three
sections*

An over-all glimpse at the possible results, concerning user

characteristics, his personal opinions of the study areas, and other
important points is presented*

Next, various limitations Df the study

and study findings are summarized*

Finally, some recommendations for

future investigators are discussed*
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-g&Study Findings
The results of this study tell us much about visitors to the ten
study areas.

Recognizing the possibilities of over-generalization, a

picture of the typical, group and group leader in the National Park,
National Forest, and State study areas may be assembled from the inter
view data in Chapters IV and V.

Also, an insight into the parties’s

patterns of use and an idea of how visitor opinions are influenced can
be identified.
User Characteristics
The group leader in the National Park study areas would be about
I4.O years of age with a hi.gh school or college education, would be employed
in a professional or technical occupation, and have a total family income
between #^,000 and $10,000,

The group would probably be an out-of-state

family unit with children, over ^00 miles from home, and on a major
annual vacation trip lasting about two weeks.
The group would actively participate in the relaxing activities
of camping, picnicking, photography, trail hiking, and fishing, while
thinking the National Park study areas to be best suited for major annual
vacation trips and the relaxing activities of camping, photography, pic
nicking, trail hiking, and fishing.

The present level of area development

and the present number of people using the areas would be just about
right, and the group would be willing to pay between $1 .0 0 and $2 .0 0 for
use of the campgrounds.

The group would expect sanitation facilities,

tables, fireplaces, drinking water, parking, information signs, hiking
trail8 p electrical outlets, and bonfire circles as minimum in the develop
ment of the national Park study areas.

=■
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The group leader in the National Forest study areas would be about
UO years of age with a rdgh school education, would be employed in a
profession requiring professional, technical, or skilled knowledge, and
have a total family income between $5,000 and $10,000»

The group would

possibly be a local Montana family unit, less than 50 miles from home,
and on a weekend cr overnight trip»
The group would actively participate in the relaxing activities
of fishing, camping, and picnicking, while thinking the National Forest
study areas to be best suited for weekend or overnight trips and the
relaxing activities of camping, picnicking, fishing, and hunting»

The

present level of area development and the present number of people using
the areas would be just about right, and the group would be willing to
pay between $0«50 and $1»00 for use of the areas»

The group would expect

sanitation facilities, tables, fireplaces, drinking water, parking, and
information signs as minimum in the development of the National Forest
study areas»
The group leader in the State study areas would be about UO yearns
of age with a high school or college education, would be employed in a
position requiring professional, technical, or skilled knowledge, and
have a total family income between $5,000 and $8,000»

The group might

be a local Montana family unit, less than 25 miles from home, and on a
day outing averaging about six hours away from home »
The group would actively participate in the relacd.ng activity of
picnicking, while thinking the State stu'dy areas to be best suited for
weekend or overnight trips and the relaxing activities of picnicking and
camping»

The present level of area development and the present number of

people using the area would be just about right, and the group would be

willing to pay between $0,01 and $1,00 for use of the areas.

The group

would expect sanitation facilities, tables, fireplaces, drinking water
parking, and information signs as; niininiuiri in the development of the
State study areas.

Use Patterns and Possible Influences on Visitor Qpini.ons
National Park study areas appeared to attract persons on major
annual vacations, whereas National Forest and State study areas rated
high in weekend or overnight and day-use

visitors respectively,

A small

number of parties in the National Park study areas were on weekend or
overnight trips, but no day visitors were encountered.

Few individuals

on major annual vacations were interviewed in the National Forest or State
study areas.
National Forest and State study areas presented evidence of possi
ble substantial local use.

When the distances travelled to these areas

were combined, it was figured that the average mileage visitors journeyed
from home was just under 130 miles.

Considering persons living within

100 to 1$0 miles of the study areas as local people, this might indicate
sizable amounts of local use in these areas.
Few persons reported visiting the National Park or State study
areas more than once during the summer, whereas a sizable number told of
visiting the National Forest study areas at least a couple of times a
month during the gummer.

This was attributed to a, possible relationship

existing between ar^ea attractions and an individual-s frequency of
visitation.

The National Forest study areas were known to be near good

fishing streams, and as long as time and distance remained non=restrictive,
many individuals interested in fishing might prefer to take a day or
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weekend outing as often as possible during the summer to these or similar
areaso
It is possible that the study areas were meeting the expectations
of the visitors with reference to the types of visitso

Investigators

have identified a possible analogy between the kind of visits and opinions
as to the type of visit for which the area is best suited» When the two
coincide5 it is thought that areas are measuring up to what parties desire.
For this study^ there was a sharp difference between the number of persons
on day outings and the number of persons who thought the areas best suited
for day trips.

This difference occurred in the State study areas and was

attributed to the degree of development Influencing opinions toward the
extended visits#
User opinions reflected the ability of the study area's facilities
to handle today's use*

Few individuals thought the areas to be under

developed or overdeveloped^ and a few expressed opinions that too many
people were present or a desire for more people#

In general^ visitors

seemed to think that area development was just about light to accommodate
present day use, and the number of people in the areas was not adversely
affecting the recreational experience#
A majority of group leaders in all study areas said they would be
willing to pay to use the study areas# Opposition to the user fees came
primarily from National Forest and State study areas that received local
visitors#

Practically no negative responses were recorded in the National

Park study areas#

Possibly due to the tremendous amount of public iandj>

past years of unrestricted free use^ the type of attraction^ or just stub
bornness^ a number of the local people felt it necessary to express
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opposition®

However^ with Congress's passage of the Land and Water

Conservation Fund Act of 196$, the opposition will be required to pur°
chase season passes or pay single entry fees in most Federal areas this
year whether they wish to or not.

Only areas with minimal facilities

or outside designated charge areas^ ‘
will remain open for free use.
Visitor cpirions concerning minimum levelcpment appeared to be
influenced considerably by available facilities and services within the
study areas or previous exposures to development in other areas.

In

the National Park study areas^ opinions reflected the presence of facili
ties and services (bonfire circles<, electrical outlets, resident
caretaker, etc.) above the standard developments (tables, fireplaces,
drinking water, etc.). The absence of these additional facilities and
services was likewise reflected in visitor opinions in the National
Forest and State study areas.

Limitations of the Study
In a study of this nature, there are almost .always a number of
built-in assumptions and factors that limit the over-all effectivenesso
Only to the degree that individual bias can be eliminated and the
unkno'wn supplemented with facts can Individual judgments be valid.

For

this reason, the reader should pay particular attention to the weakness
es and limitations in the study procedure and questionnairso
Weaknesses of the Study Procedure
In this study, it was assumed that users had some idea as vo what
they were going to do when they left home.

These indivlduads possessed

'“wants®’
' or "needs®" that needed satisfying, and they were willing to
sacrifice the time and expense to satisfy these longings.

In this instance,

the "wants" or "needs" happened to be outdoor recreationo

This study

did not) however g compare pre-.-^dsit expectations with post-visit
experienceso
This idea of satisfying "wants" and "needs" is nothing new^ and
it becomes much clearer when viewed from an economic concept, Thomasma
puts it this way in a discussion of sellers and buyers2
The prospectus interest is in what he can -see in the
proposition that will help him in his own affairs. He is
interested in -îdiat he can get out of the salesman's commoditywhat he can gain from its resale or from its service or from
its use. The prospect's chief concern is the manner in which
he will profite, galn^ or improve his own position. He buys
benefits5 not things (30 ^ p, 1 7 ),
The oplTilons expressed by the visitors were personal judgments g
and it seems to be accepted by most schools of thought that personal
judgments are not ordinary statements of fact (lOp p, 13),

Past associ*

atiohg as well as present association, with outdoor recreational
activities

g

facilities, and opportunities appeared to influence visitor

opinions,
Cantril explains the influence of past associations on personal
opinions this ways
In this process of opinion formation and opinion changes,
factual knowledge and rational thought may function to bring
more .and more eues into the process of integration and weigh
ing, Bu.t oplrdens based on faetu.al evidence and logic alone
are practically non-existent, Opinions are value judgments,
in which a number of unconscious cues are mustered when ws
sense their relevance ia terms of our past behavior (3, p, 77),
Time and .funds did not allow extensive study of the ten study
areas.

Periodic visits to or a season-long study of the areas were not

possible.

This would have been desirable in that a larger segment of

the season's visitors to these areas would have been represented in tne

-
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analysis, and a check of possible differences in visitor opinions could
have been made.
The study did not include all possible types of recreational developments, opportunitiesor users in western Montana, and conclusions are
not necessarily applicable to areas outside the study areas.

As a personal

preference of the investigator, only stream-based developments were
selected for study.

Many recreational opportunities and visitors found

at other resource-based developments were not present at the study areas
and were not represented in the analysis.
Weaknesses of the Questionnaire
The questionnaire employed in this study was adapted from a similar
one used in I960 by the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission.
Although the questionnaire was pre-tested along the Blackfoot River before
actual use, areas of possible improvement were discovered during the later
fieldwork and analysis.
One significant weakness in the questionnaire concerned the ques
tions of time and distance away from home.

Although information

concerning time and distance away from home was acquired, no information
relative to the actual time visitors spent within the study area was
obtained, or in many instances, was it possible to determine exactly how
far the visitors had travelled to get to the areas and their point of
origin.

This information was desirable in the analysis as it would have

added important infomation concerning lengths of stay and distance
travelled to arrive at the study areas to the overall descriptions of
users and use p atterris.
Another weakness in the questionnaire concerned the minimum facili
ties and services necessary in the development of the study areas. Almost
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everyone agreed toilets5, garbage containers3 tables3 and other standard
facilities were necessary^ bat perhaps it would have been more important
to inquire as to whether they preferred pit toilets, garbage pits, under
ground garbage cans^ light weight tables, concrets tables, etc.

This

question would probably have been more effective if a choice of different
types of the same facility or service had been given»

Recommendations for the Future
This study is only a beginning in the determination of user
characteristics and preferences in western Montana»

It is therefore

recommended that particular attention be paid to the weaknesses and
limitations previously discussed as well as to the good points in the
investigation»

This may mean that in future endeavors, investigator:^

will be able to identify and recognize beforehand some of the problems,
weaknesses, and strong points of such projects»
Through limiting the overall study area to four counties, the prob
lem of too much area for one individual to work was avoided.

It was

possible to obtain visitor information by personal contacts and stimulate
responses that would not have been expressed in a mailed questionnaire»
Particular reference is made to the personal questions concerning age,
income, and education.
This visitor research study received the support and interest of
both Federal and State agencies and visitors contacted»

Most agencies

and parties thought this to be a vital area of attention and expressed a
sincere desire to cooperate and make this study a success©
Perhaps one of the main values of this study is that it can serve
as a point of reference for similar studies in the future©

More detailed

=>
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and extensive studies -with periodic re-evaluation studies are needed tc
further identify user characteristics and patterns of use.

This is a

continuing area of research^ and information as wall as methods will need
up-dating0

As new and better methods become available^ much more valua

ble visitor information can be incorporated into the findingso

It is

hoped that this study has in some way contributed to a better understand
ing of the outdoor recreationist in western Montana*
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A

Mont/aria Recreation Survey^ 1 96 h
Description of the Study Areas
The accompanying maps (Figures 1 and 2) show the location of the ten
stndy areas J, and Table XXVII indicates the area names ^ administering
agencies, and countieso

It is in no way suggested or implied that these

ten study areas constitute a cross section of areas or users in these
four counties or western Montana « Areas were selected for study only in
accordance with the previously mentioned criteria*
Rock Creek Areas
Gamp Siria, Bitterroot Flat Campgroundc, Harry^ s Flat Campgroundc, and
Dalles Campground in the Rock Creek area were the first four developments
visited*

These campgrounds, developed by the Forest Service, were inter-

mittently dispersed along Rock Creek, a nationally renowned fishing
stream*

During late Spring^ Summer, and early Autumn, use of this Rock

Creek area is considerable*

Other attractions and activities along the

stream included hunting areas, a mountain sheep range, a moose area, and
Forest Service trails for those individuals interested in hiking*
(39g p. 39).
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HISTORICAL

c//aMead
NATIONAL fOREST
NORTHERN REGION

In 1897 President Cleveland set aside
as a Forest Reserve a vast area of wild
land, which included what is now Gla
cier National Park and most of the
present national forests in northwest
ern Montana. In 1908 President Theo
dore Roosevelt designated a portion of
this reserve as Flathead National For
est. Glacier National Park was with
drawn from the national forest in 1910.
The Blackfeet Forest was eliminated in
1933 and most of that area became a
part of the present Flathead National
Forest, one of the largest forest
units in the United States.
The name "Flathead" is derived frcm a
tribe of local Indians. David Thompson
of the Northwest Trading Company estab
lished the trading post near Kalispell
about 1811. He was probably the first
white man to enter this region. In
1884 the first school district was
established. It extended from Flathead
Lake to the Canadian line and from the
Continental Divide to the Idaho line.
The Great Northern Railway was comple
ted into the Flathead in 1891.
With shipping facilities available,
lumbering became an industry of increas
ing importance. As the desirable agri
cultural lands were cleared of timber,
they were put under the plow. Timber
and agriculture have progressed jointly
to build up and maintain the prosperity
of the Flathead Valley.
MANAGEMENT

FOREST SUPERVISOR
Kallspell. Montana

RECREATION
Except for very small areas and for
limited periods of time vrfien the fire
hazard risk is unusually high, the
national forests are available for
general public use. The Forest Service
wants everyone to enjoy the forests
with a minimum of restriction and asks
active cooperation in leaving clean
camps for the enjoyment of those who
come later. Hunting, fishing, and
camping can be enjoyed in practically
every part of the forest.

The national forests are managed with
the objective of public service of the
greatest good to the greatest number in
the long run under the principle of mul
tiple use. The essence of multiple use
management means making each area yield
the maximum number of benefits to fit

CONSERVATION PLEDCffi
I give my pledge as an American
To save and faithfully defend frcxn
The natural resources of my countryIts soil and minerals, its forests,
waters, and wildlife.

Six miles north of '.Vhitefish is the Big

Timber production is a primary function
of this forest. Principal species of
commercial sawtimber are western larch,
spruce, and Douglas-fir. Other species
of lesser amounts include lodgepole
pine, ponderosa pine, white pine, and
alpine fir. Approximately four billion
board feet of sawtimber is available on
an area of 1,037,000 acres of non
reserved commercial timber-growing
areas within the forest boundaries.
Mature sawtimber is found on half of
this area. On the other half are grow
ing young stands of less than 40 years
of age, many of which originated follow
ing the destructive forest- fires of 1910
and other years. Sixty million board
feet of sawtimber can be harvested
annually from these stands without
depleting the growing stock.

ROADS AND TRAILS
The Flathead National Forest maintains
3,419 miles of trail and 600 miles of
road. Sections of forest roads are
often maintained by the lumbering
firms purchasing national forest tim
ber to better facilitate removal of
timber products under terras of special
agreements. Although considerable
progress has been made, new roads are
urgently needed in certain areas to
more adequately administer and protect
the forest.
WILDLIFE
Wildlife is one of the major resources
of the forest. Of special importance is
the habitat management of the big game
population. The entire forest supports
big game. An estimated 4,500 elk,
6,200 deer, 1,100 black bear, 230
grizzly bear, 240 moose, and 1,230 goat
are found on the forest. An average of
about 1,000 head of elk are killed each
year. In addition, there are upland
birds and small fur-bearing animals.
Stream and lake fishing represent a
major outdoor sport. Brook, native or
cutthroat. Rainbow, and Dolly Varden
trout are found in practically every
stream or lake.

WATER
Water is a basic resource of any land.
Its protection, development, and control
is essential if a nation is to prosper.
The Swan, Flathead, Whitefish, and
Stillwater Rivers rise on the forest,
and provide water for irrigation, power,
and domestic use. Every watershed,
large or small, contributes to man's
welfare. Hydroelectric dams, such as
Hungry Horse and Big Fork, depend upon
water supplied from the national for-

HOLLAND LAKE

FIRE PROTECTION

ORGANIZATION

Destructive fires in 1910, 1919, 1926,
and 1929 burned over thousands of acres
of productive forest land. Prevention
of fires pays big dividends and it is
the duty of each citizen to do his part
in being careful with fire.

The Flathead Forest is administered by
a force of men and women averaging 30
to 40 yearlong. Seasonal workers
employed from 3 to 8 months each year
supplement this force and employment
reaches an average peak of about 210.
Additional manpower is needed to con
trol the larger fires. These workers,
recruited principally from local labor
sources and from forestry colleges,
maintain trails, telephone lines,
roads, control fires, and perform
related tasks.

To protect the forests adequately from
fire, it is necessary to maintain look
outs and keep an active alert organiza
tion of men, skilled in the techniques
of fire prevention and suppression.
The use of radios and airplanes has
become common practice. Bulldozers are
used in the accessible areas to build
firelines, while smokejumpers man the
fires in the more remote, high moun
tainous areas,

Accessible only by foot or horse travel
is the Mission Mountains Wild Area,
where only a few trails exist. Air
planes are prohibited from landing in
both the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area
and the Mission Mountains Wild Area.

The Flathead is mainly a timber-produc
ing area, but there are suitable summer
ranges for cattle and sheep. About
2,000 head of cattle and horses graze
under permit. This number can be
increased to the carrying capacity in
keeping with proper use and development
of other resources, including good
watershed conditions and forage needs
of big game. Due to inaccessibility of
ranges and other unfavorable natural
factors, no sheep have grazed on the
Flathead forest for several years.

TIMBER

Past records show that 20 per cent of
all fires are caused by man, and these
cause about 75 per cent of the total

The remote Bob Marshall Wilderness Area,
with its vast scope of wild forested
land, offers solitude away from the
noise of congested traffic and odor of
gasoline. Here, straddling the Conti
nental Divide, is the spectacular
Chinese Wall with a 20-mile section of
rugged and rocky escarpment with 1,000foot walls.

The Flathead Forest has 18 small public
campgrounds. Many shady, cool picnic
areas can be found along the main
roads. Dude ranches, resorts, and cabin
camps are located within accessible
parts of the forest and in adjacent
towns. Horses and guides can be hired.

GRAZING
each use to the other. For example, in
cutting national forest timber, trees
are reserved along permanent roads or
bodies of water to enhance their
esthetic value whenever possible. Thus,
the interest and benefits of recrea
tionists are not denied and, at the
same time, the lumber industry is pro
vided with sawtimber.

The district ranger, as land manager
of his unit, is chiefly responsible
for all activities on his district,
and upon him is placed most of the
administrative burden. Members of
the supervisor's office, the rangers,
and assistants have intime knowledge
of forest conditions. They gladly
cooperate in providing information
about the forest.

RECEIPTS (Fiscal Year 1953)
FLATHEAD NATIONAL FOREST FACTS
Timber sales . . . . . . .
Grazing
................
Other
................
Total
..............

TANGO CREEK FIRE, MAN-CAUSED
August IS, 1953

$376,213
2,437
1.459
$380,109

Twenty-five per cent of the gross reve
nues from the sale of national forest
timber and other commercial uses is
paid to the states for distribution to
counties in which national forests are
located, to be used for roads and
schools. The fund is a large part of
■^any counties. Another
ade available to the
r use in building and
and trails in the.
The remainder of the
ited in the United
id can be disbursed
m a l appropriation.

Located in Flathead, Lake, Lewis and
Clark, Lincoln, Missoula, and Powell
Counties, the Flathead National For
est comprises an area of 2,335,565
acres. Within the boundaries of the
forest are 289,830 acres of privately
owned land.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
Supervisor's Office . . .
Swan Lake Ranger Dist.
Spotted Bear Ranger Dist.
Glacier View Ranger Dist.

Kalispell
Big Fork
Coram
West Gla-

Coram Ranger District . .
Big Prairie Hanger Dist.
Condon Ranger District
Tally Lake Ranger Dist.

Kalispell
Swan Lake
Kalispell

BIG MOUNTAIN SKI LIFT
near Whitefish, Montana

P h o t o c o u r t e s y o f L a c y 'e

S t u d io

'7.5-

table
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Study AreasJ Countiesj and Administering Agencies
Western Montana Recreation Survey^ 196Ù

Study Area

County

Administering Agenoy

Area Ig Camp Siria

Granite

Area 2s

Bitterroot Flat
Campground

Granite

Area 3s

Harry's Flat
Campground

Granite

Area hs

Dalles Campground

Granite

United States Forest
Service3 Lolo National
Forest
United States Forest
Service 5 Lolo National
Forest
United States Forest
Service, Lolo National
Forest
United States Forest
Servl,ce^ Lolo National
Forest
United States Forest
Service, Lolo National
Forest
State of Montana,,
Office of the State
Forester
State of Montana,
Montana Highway
Commission
National Park Service,
Glacier National Park
State of Montana
Montana Fish and Game
Commission
National Park Service,
Glacier National Park

Area 5? Lee Greek Campground

Missoula

Area 6 g Goat Greek Campground

Lake

Area 7s Bonner Camp

Missoula

Area 8 § Avalanche Creek
Campground
Area 9s Flathead River
Fishing Access

Flathead

Area 10s Fish Creek Campground

Flathead

Flathead

Access to these campgrounds is via a single lane dirt road one
mile east of the Rock Greek Lodge off U.S. Highway 10.

The nearest

comiminities are Clinton and Mussoula, Montana, appr\.,xLmatT-k.y 10 -o 25
miles respectively west cf the Rock Creek Ludge turrxoff.

-
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Area Ones Camp Siria
Area One, Camp Siria^ is situated 27 miles south of the Rock Creek
The campground has four camping units and no picnicking units^ in a

Lodge,

stand of old-growt-h Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirbo) Franco)
and ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws,) with an understudy of mountain
alder (Alnus tenuifolia Nutt,) and willow (Salix spp, L,),

Present faoili»

ties include four split log tables and concrete fireplaces, two toilets,
and a garbage pit.

These units appear to be of Civilian Conservation Corps

vintage and in sound physical condition.
present.

Evidence of heavy use is non

Grasses and shrubs in the campground show little damage due to

use.
The campsite does appear to have its problems.

Drinking water and

low areas within the campground are of particular concern.

No developed

water supply is available| drinking water now comes from Rock Creek or a
natural spring.

This natural spring has become occluded by algae through a

lack of maintenance, and the spring is not in good usable condition.

The

area was visited immediately after a serious Spring flood, and these low
areas were flooded and were serving as breeding places for mosquitoes.
The campground does have opportunity for expansion if and when the
need arises.

Immediately to the north on National Forest land is a

grassy flat suitable for development.

There is some evidence of past use

in this undeveloped area.

^A camping unit in this study refers to one table and benches,
a fireplace, tent or trailer space, and parking. A picnicking unit
refers to one table and benchesc a fireplace, and parking.

Area Two g

Bitterrcct Flat

Area Two 5 Bitterroot Flat Campground, is six miles north of Camp
Siria and is a new Forest Service development with 1$ cairç)ing units and
two picnicking units*

New facilities include tables and benches^ fire

places , toilets5 parking, circulation readsr, and three bonfire circles
overlooking Rock Greek*

Development has taken place in a stand of old-

growth Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine*

Drinking water facilities have

not been completed^ and water is taken either from Rock Creek or a
natural spring located at the north end of the campground*
out the spring are rather inconspicuous*

Signs pointing

Being a new development5

evidence of use is absent*
Bitterroot Flat Campground has opportunity for expansion* Immedi
ately to the south on Federal land is a park-like stand of old-growth
Douglas-fir and pondersa pine suitable for development.

Area Threeg

Harry ^s Flat Campground

Area Three^ Hany® s H a t Campground, is situated I6 miles south of
the Reck Greek Lodge and five miles north of Bitterroot Flat Campground*
The campground is new and in an old-growth stand of Douglas-fir and
ponderosa pine*

Some construction was still underway at the time :f

visitation^ but eight units for trailer campers and 12 units for tent and
truck campers are available*

No picnic units are available*

Being a new

development^ evidence of past use is absent*
Water facilities have not been completed, and there is no evidence
of a natural spring*

This necessitates taking drinking water from the

stream, and access to the stream is limited by biush (principally mountain

^76alder and willow) and no beach.

A number of low areas within the camp

ground hold water and serve as breeding places for mosquitoes »
This site is unique in that trailer campers are separated from
other camperso

(This was the only instance of this observed outside of

Glacier National Park.)

There are^ however, no special facilities or

privileges granted either group ever the other.
Another interesting point here is the old campsite just south and
on the opposite side of the road to this new development.

Three camping

units of Civilian Conservation Corps design^ in very poor condition, are
in use and were occupied at the time of the study visit, while few of
the units in the new campground were occupied.

The old toilet is being

used for both garbage and latrine duties.
Conversation with one of the occupying parties discloses that
these individuals have been using these older facilities for a number of
years, and they consider this a nice spot to camp and picnic. Use of
these older sites over the newer sites is then assumed to be used through
habit.

This suggests the influence of time upon user actions as a

possible important factor.

Consultation with a Forest Service work crew

in the new campground indicates that these old units will soon be closed^
dismantled, and all used moved into the new campground.

Area Fourg

Dalles Campground

Area Four, Dalles Campground, is situated 13 miles south of the
Rock Creek Lodge and three miles north of Harry's Flat Campground.
Development constitutes ten new camping units and no picnicking units.
Vegetation is predominantly a thick stand of young lodgepole pine (Pinus
contorta Loud.) with some elder Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine.

In

this study area^ the soil is quite stony and shailow in comparison to
the other study areas <,
Located along a rapid and winding portion of Rock Greek ^ Dalles
Campground probably presents the most dangerous situation of the four
study areas visited along Rock Creek.

Access from the campground to the

stream is via a high, steep, and rocky bank.

There is no beach; just

the drop into the swift waters of the stream.
Planning of facilities and access through the area is questionable.
Parking is in many instances on a substantial grade, and in one case^ a
camping unit has no parking spur.

Individuals park on a narrow pull-off

and climb a road-cut to the table and fireplace.
No water system is available, but a system is under construction.
Drinking water now comes from either Rock Creek or Dalles Greeks a small
stream flowing into Rock Greek at the upper end of the campground.

Area Fives

Lee Creek Campground

Area Five, Lee Greek Campground, is situated 25 miles west of Lolo,
Montana on Lee Creek on U.S, Highway 12,
confluence of Lee Creek abd Lolo Greek,

The campground is at the
Attractions in the vicinity in

clude these two streams, the old Lewis and Clark route, and the nearby
Lolo Hot Springs,

This campsite receives considerable overnight use from

tourists and travellers.

This campground is currently the only one

between Lolo and the Montana-Idaho line along U. S. Highway 12^ but a
new Forest Service development^ the Lewis and Clark Campground, nine
miles east of Lee Creek was under construction and scheduled for comple
tion before the 1965 Summer season.

-80Seven camping and no picnicking units are available » These units
were developed as part of Operation Outdoors,

The units have recently

received new tables^ but fireplaces, toilets^ and garbage containers are
of an older design.

The fireplaces are concrete and due to use^ materials,

or workmanship are beginning to deteriorate.

The toilets at the lower

end of the campground are quite old and are being supplemented by new ones
at the upper end.

Garbage containers are 30 gallon barrels held in place

by wooden stakeSo

Drinking water comes from Lee Greek or a hand pump at

the west end of the carrpground.
Access into and through the camp is via a gravel road and is
adequate,

A secondary logging road just east cf the campground entrance^

however j, causes some confusion as visitors mistake this road for a camp
entrance in the dark.
Vegetation within the campground includes Douglas-fir^ ponderosa
pine 5 and some young lodgepole pine.
grasses bear witness to past use.

These trees and small amounts of

Trees have been debarked and delimbed,

and the grasses have been severely trampled.

Area Six:

Goat Greek Campground

Area Six, Goat Greek Campground^ is a Givilian Gonservation Corps
campground situated in Lake County approximately 110 miles north of
Missoula^ Montana opposite the Swan River State Forest Headquarters on
Montana Secondary Highway 209«

Other communities in close proximity

include Kalispell^ Seeley Lake., and Swan Lake,

Attractions in the area

include Goat Creek, The Swan River, the Mission and Swan Mountain Ranges,
and Swan Lake,

=8l^

The campground is interesting in its arrangement.

The construc

tion of Montana Secondary 209 quarters the campground so that the
entire seven units are divided into three quadrants^ the vacant quadrant
being the Southwest,

(The problems associated with this arrangement are

discussed in R, M, Conrad's study: Recreational Use and the "Renewable"
Resources j, Swan River State Forest. 196U. Missoula^ Montana State
University.)
Facilities include seven split log tables^ five fireplaces^ two
toilets5 and three garbage barrels.
condition.
rocks.

The tables are sound and in good

Two fireplaces are constructed^ and three are improvised of

The toilets are old^ but usable.

Vegetation in the campground

includes old°growth Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine^ ponderosa pineg western
larch (Larix occidentalis Nutt, )

and black cottonwood (Populus trlcho-

carpa Torr,),
Drinking water comes from Goat Creek as no water system has been
developed.

There are likewise no signs of approach^ entrance^ or owner

ship ^ and may users discover this campground by accident.

Area Sevens

Bonner Gamp

Area Seven^ Bonner Camp, developed and maintained by the Montana
Highway Commission in Missoula County^ is situated five miles north of
Bonner, Montana, on the Blackfoot River on Montana Highway 20,

The main

attraction in the area is the Blackfoot River, and this area receives
substantial use from local fishermen, picnickers, arid distant travellers.
Vegetation in the campground includes Douglas-fir^ ponderosa pine^ black
cottonwood, willow5, and quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx,),
Development consists of ten haphazardly placed tables^ two toalets^
and two garbage barrels.

The tables are of light weight construction and

-82can be easily moved.
condition.

The toilets are reasonably clean, and in good

Access into and through the camp is by a dirt road and is

quite dusty in dry weather.

Mosquitoes and flies are also problems.

Fireplaces are iriprovised cf scrap metal and rocks, or fires are
built en the open ground.
throughout the campground.

Firewood of mill refuse has been dumped
No water system exists, and unless water is

brought, it comes from the Blackfoot River,
Signs of approach and name are non-existent.

One sign inside the

camp indicated ownership and twc-week time limit on camping.

This

investigator encountered summer students from Montana State University
making this campground their temporary residence.

Area Eightg Avalanche Creek Campground
Area Eight, Avalanche Greek Campground^ in Glacier National Park is
situated l6 miles east of West Glacier, Montana on Going-to-the-Sun Road
near Avalanche Creek,

Attractions in the immediate area undoubtedly

relate to Glacier National Park and include a self-guiding nature trail,
a two-mile naturalist walk to Avalanche Lake, plant and animal wildlife,
outstanding mountain scenery, and a number of nearby fishing lakes.
Avalanche Creek Campground has 113 camping units divided intc
three loops.

Two loops are used by trailers and truck campersc, and the

third is used by tent and truck campers.

Vegetation within the campground

includes western larch, Douglas-fir, Black cottonwood, western red cedar
(Thuja plicata Bonn,), western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla Raf,)^ and
sub-alpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa Hook),
Use. during the S’ommer months is quite heavy^ and user turnover
from day to day is quite extensive.

National Park personne, stationed in

"83the campground closely supervise visitors^ activities^ and conduct pro

grams of interest to the visitors.

Plush toilets are available, and

electrical plug-ins have been installedg but it will be an estimated
three years before electrical power reaches the area.

Area Nines

Flathead River Fishing Access

Area Nine, Plathead River Fishing Access, is a purchase unit of
the Montana Fish and Game Commission situated four miles west of Blgfork,
Montana, in Flathead County on Montana Secondary Highway 208.

This unit

was purchased and developed for public access to the Flathead River and
nearby Flathead Lake.
fishing and day-use.

Use appears to be primarily orientated toward
Over-all use of this area appears to be light.

Development constitutes six tables, four toilets, two large con
crete fireplaces, a generally rough and awkward access, and a boat
launching inlet with concrete launching pad.
weight construction and easily moved.

The six tables are of light

Two of the four toilets are old

and pitless, and two are new but somewhat inaccessible due to excessive
weed growth.

No water system is present, and in this instance, it

appears best for persons to bring their drinking water.

This investiga

tor brought drinking water for the duration of the study visit from
Bigforko

No signs of approach, ownership, or identification exist. Only

a light cover of black cottonwood and quaking aspen gives visitors over
head protection.
Opporturdty for future expansion appears limited.

Unless additional

property is purchased from adjacent landowners, expansion does not appear
possible.

«=8I(.=

Area Tens

Fish Creek

Area Ten^ Fish Creek Gsjr.pgroundo is situated five miles north of
¥est Glacier^ Montam^in Glacier National Park,

On the north side of

Lake McDonald off the North Fork Hoad^ this area is part of the National
Park Service’s Mission 66 Program*

At the time of visitation g construc

tion of the paved access throughout the campground was being completed*
Vegetation includes some old-growth Douglas-fir in the east portion of
the campground and a considerable amount of young lodgepole pine in the
west portion*
Available camping units number 160 and are in four loops*
toilets and electrlc.al plug=;ins are in operation*

Flush

Attractions in the

areas related to Glacier National Park include Fish Creek g Lake McDonald,
naturalist programs^ plant and animal wildlife^ a number of nearby
fishing lakes g and other points north on the North Fork road*
Park personnel believe this to be the only campground in the park
with the distinction of never having been filled to capacity*

Park

rangers supervise visitors„ activitiesg and conduct programs of interest
to the visitor*

APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE
Western Montana Recreation Survey ^ 196ij

Date ;
Name of Stream Site:
Interview Nimber:
Sex of participants

( ) Male

( )

Female

Questions
1) What kind of group is this?
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

Single person
Single family with or without children
Group of friends or relatives
Organized group (Group^ team, troops etCo)

2) What kind of visit is this?
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

Major annual vacation
Weekend or overnight trip
Day outing
Other (Specify)

3) How long will you be away from home?
Number of days_
or
If less than one day^ number of hours
k)

_ _ _ _ _ _

Is this?
( ) Your main destination
( ) One stop in a series of stops

5) How many miles from home did you travel to get here^ even if you came
by an indirect route?
Number of miles
How many miles from heme is this by a iireot route?

" 85.

.86.

6) How often have you oome here during the past summer seasons?
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

Once a week or more during the summer
A couple of times a month during the summer
Approximately once a month during the summer
Once during the summer

7) How mariy years have you been coming here?
8) Which of these activities did you do while here?
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Picnicking
Camping
Swimming
Wading
Sunbathing
Trail hiking
Others;

(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

Horseback riding
Photography
Motorboating
Canoeing
Fishing
Relaxing

9) What activities do you think this area is best suited for?
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

Picnicking
Camping
Relaxing
Trail hiking
Sunbathing
Photography

(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

Hunting
Canoeing
Bank fishing
Horseback riding
Wading
Others; _ _ _ _ _ _

10) What do you think should be placed here as Minimum in development
of this site?
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Paved access roads
Toilets
Garbage containers
Boat docks
Bonfire Circles
Concession operation;
Swimming facilities
) El,ectricaloutlets
) Information signs
) Trails
)Others;

11) Would you pay to use this area?

( ) Yes

No development
Tables
Fireplaces
Drinking water
Parking
picnic shelters
Outdoor games
Bathhouse facilities
First aid facilities
Caretaker

( )

If yes 5 how much would you be willing to pay?
( )$0.00 to $0.2$ per party
( )$0.26 to $0.$0 per party
( )$0.$1 to $1.00 per party
( )$1.01 to $2.00 per party
( ) Over $2.00 per party

-8712) For what, kind of visit do you think this area is best?
( ) Major vacation
( ) Weekend or overnight trip
( ) Day outing
13) Did you have any trouble getting to this site?
( ) Easy to get to
( ) Had some trouble

( ) Bad roads ( ) Not on Map
( ) Rjads not well marked

ll|.) Generotlly speaking^ what do you think of the present development?
( ) Overdeveloped
( ) Just about right
( ) Underdeveloped
15) Generally speaking^ what do you think of the number of people
using this site?
( ) Too many people
( ) Just about right
( ) Would be okay with more people
16) May I ask you age?
17) What do you do for a living (Specify)?
l8) What is the highest level of education you have completed?

19) May I ask your total family income?
( ) 15j)000 and under

( ) $5,000 to $7j,999
( ) $8,000 to $9g999
( ) $10)000 to $1L)999
( ) $1^)000 to $19,999
( ) $20,000 and over
20) Personal remarks:

______

APPENDIX C
Form 4—1644
(June 1963)

U N IT E D S T A T E S
D E P A R T M E N T O F T H E IN T E R IO R
B U R EA U OF LAND MANAGEMENT

RECREATI ON SITE I NVENTOrt f AND EVALUATION
jL-- -

T yp e of site:

s.—

—

,

Site is most suitable for development as:

-----------------------------

1 1BLM R ecreatio n Site

1 2 ] R ec re atio n H om esite

[X] tam pground

1

Q ] P o te n tia l T ra n s fe r T ra c t

2 ] A rcheological

y^State Forest

2 ] Other ( s p e c i f y )

Joint R ecreatio n Site

Q ] Refcreation R eserve Site
1, Name

l~Xi P ic n ic Site
1 1H is to ric a l

D is tric t Control No.

Goat Creek Campground

2.

O RRRC C la s s ific a tio n ( c i r c l e )

NA^
1

3.

State

X ÎÎ7

IV

V

D is tric t

Montana

Lake

NA

Program Area

State Forest

11

LO C A TIO N

County

Master U nit

2 ] Scenic Overlook

Complex or Area

Swan River State Forest

NA

Legal description

T23N RI7W; SI7

4.

acreage

LA N D O W N ERSHIP*

Other lands w ith in s ite ( s p e c i f y o w n e r s h i p & a r r e a f ^ e )

(Estimated)
3 - 5

NA
5.

G E N E R A L D ESC RIPTIO N

Terrain and e le v a tio n

______ Terrain - smooth to rolling with some undulation; Elevation - not known
V eg etative cover ( t y pe s , q u a n t i t y , q u a l i t y , e t c . )

Orerstory

- Old-growth Douglas-fir^ western larch, lodgepole pine,
cottonwood, and ponderosa pine. Very little reproduction,
îhiderstory - Composed of some grasses aid many weeds. Very extenüiv'e
growth of underbrush away from units.
Soils ( depth, s t a b i l i t y , f e r t i l i t y , e t c . )

Soils appear to be moderately deep and stable. Compaction around units is
quite noticeable as these areas support none to very little grasses or
weeds. There is no doubt that the soil is fertile by examining growth
of plants away from the units and old-growth trees.
O utstanding features ( s c e n e r y , r o c k f o r m a t i o n s , w a t e r f a l l s , e t c . )

Mission Mountain Range i s to the west, and the Swan hu^untair R-'wige
is to the east. Goat Creek.

The

*

A ttach status

means the in f o r m a t io n c r l l
i n v " s tig n tio n ,
"■t'O—

needed for this

VI
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U ndesirable features (snakes, mosquitos, poi son plants, floods, logging, etc. )

State Highway 209 quarters the campground creating a double hazard for
both visitors and traffic. 'Mosquitoes and dust are problems. Area
facilities and site are not maintained as they should be.
Intrusions arid damage (homes, mines, f i res, logging, erosion, e t t . }

None

Seasons of recreation use

Maximum use season

Spring and Summer

Summer

P rec ip itatio n ( a n n u a l )

During maximum use season

NA
Temperature range {annual )

L 1 Moist

r

NA
6.

A C C E S S V IA R O A D FR O M
N E A R E S T P A V E D HIGHW AY
(T O 1 976)

Q

1 Existing

[%] Proposed

(

1Existing

Q

1Heavy

Moderate

Moderate

Di
.....

■■■■

[ [ j L ig I

ACCESS

T Y P E OF
SURFACE

NUMBER
OF MILES

O W N E R S H IP AND ID E N T IF IC A T IO N NUM BER

0

Existing state Secondary Highway 209

Proposed

1

1

■■■■ ■■■■
'
Wind—Maximum use season

During maximum use season

NA

1X1 Existing

Hum idity-Maxim um use season

NA

Macadam

Proposed
E x is tin g or planned access by

I I T rail

only

Boat only

Q

Other

(explain)
7.

Name of water body

W ATER RESOURCES

Goat Creek

Quality of water ( c h e c k one or more boxes)
[2 ) Salt
Q Brackish
[%] Fresh
Total frontage

(Est.) 200 yds.
bl

I

to

M iles from nearest road

NA

[XI

NA

NA

Domestic water ( q u a nt i t y , q ua l i t y, depth, treatment required, e t c . )

i I P o llu te

Murky

CHARACTERISTICS

Fluctuation (drawdown in season in feet )

BLM frontage

None

Q

C leai

1X 1Sand
1
□

1Gravel
Silt

[X ]M u d

%
%

[ I i Rock

%

fXl Timbered

%

%

C l Brush

%

%

i 1 Grass

%
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8.

A.

DEMAND

R elatio n of s ite to population centers (number of c i t i e s and towns)
P O P U L A T IO N CEN TER S OF

D IS TA N C E
FROM S IT E

TO TAL
PO PULA TIO N
10,000-50,000

SOO-10,000

Within 50 M iles

2

50—250 miles

15

-

20

B.

O V E R 500,000

0

0

0

NA

3

1

0

NA

User demand c la s s ific a tio n ( in percentages)
O U T OF S T A T E

N O N -L O C A L S T A T E R E S ID E N T S

L O C A L , W IT H IN SO M IL E S

E xisting

50,000-500,000

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

P o ten tial
( w i t h d ev el opment )

C.
Current number of yearly recreation v isito r days

V istatio n
Number expected in 1976 ( w i t h development)

NA

Unknown
D.

R ecreation Use ( i f none, leave blank)
P O T E N T IA L T O 1976

P RESEN T

( c o n s i d e r optimum d e ve l o p m e n t )

T Y P E O F USE
HEAVY

m o derate

Camping

X

Fishing

X

L IG H T

HEAVY

L IG H T

M ODERATE

•

H iking and
riding

X

Hunting
P icn icking

X

Sightseeing and
Nature Study
Water sports
Winter sports
Other ( s p e c i f y )

1

-919.

TYPE
( cons i der e i t h e r
e x i s t i n g or
potential)

R EC R E A TIO N ATTR A C TIO N S AND AC TIVITIE S *

Q U A L IT Y * *
( l e a v e bl an k i f not a b p l i c a b l e )

DESC RIPTIO N
EXCEL
LENT

G OOD

F A IR

Archeology

Facilities and area for tent and trailer camping.
Area could be better maintained.

X

Camping
Fishing

X

Small size trout in Goat Creek.

X

Some hunting for small and big game.

Geology
H ik in g -R id in g
H isto rical
Hunting
Nature Study
P icn icking

X

Facilities available for noon stop or day outing.

Sightseeing
Water Sports
Winter Sports

10.

S P E C IF IC COMMENTS

Indicate extent of interest in having the s ite developed on the part of c itiz e n s ’ groups. Include views of Bureau of
Outdoor R ecreatio n, other F ed e ral, State, and local o ffic ia ls ( a t t a c h s u p p l e m e n t a l s h e e t , i j n e e d e d )

NA

11.

CO NCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Site is most suitable for development as:

Type of site:
1

1E L M R ecreation Site

[ 2 ] Joint R ecreatio n Site
j

[%} R ecreation Homesite

1

|

[

1R ecreatio n R eserve Site

* E x i s t i n g or p o t e n t i a l a t t r a c t i o n s

j P o ten tia l Transfer T ra ct

Q

Campground

P icn ic Site

Q_, Scenic Overlook

1Archeological Q j H isto rical
Other fsppci/y;

^
Check one. l ( not ap ph a b l e , leave bl ank
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B. Rating of site proposed for BLM development
OUTSTANDING

( r e c o r d nurr.her j r o m I

excellent

(1)

GOOD

FAIR

(3 )

(4)

(2 ).

a.

Access

b.

Recreation attractions

c.

Shade or natural shelter

d.

A v a ila b le surface water

e.

Domestic water

f.

Terrain

X

g.

Soil

X

h.

C lim ate during use season

X

X
X

9-12

MOS.

6-9

3-6

MOS.

3 MOS.
OR LESS

SLIGHT

MODERATE

MAJOR

EXTREME

LIGHT

NONE

X
VERY HEAVY

P o ten tia l use by 1976 without

MOS.
X

U ndesirable features and
problems

J

Aoy

X

NONE

Present use

-

X

Seasons of use

k.

POOR

X

YEAR-ROUND
i.

a p p ro p r.a te co lu m n )

HEAVY

MODERATE
X

development
P o ten tia l use by 1976 with
development
Summary rating of site { s u m o { a b o v e r a t i n g d i v i d e d b y 1 3 )

36

4

11

=

3.

3

If , in opinion of exam iner, the rating system does not result in accurate rating of s ite , explain why
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C.

F a c ilitie s and Cost >f developed by BLM

------------------------------------- .F

a c il it ie s

__________

F A M IL Y UNITS

C A M P IN G

If developed,

t r a il e r

OTHER

P IC N IC

TOTAL

U nits

year completed 19
Cost
In itia l developm ent,

U n its

year proposed 19
Cost
rrr

Planned construction,

U n its

w ithin 5 years
after in itia tio n

F u ll p o tential,

Cost
U nits

to year 2000

Cost
D.

Estim ated annual maintenance cost based on in itia l y e a r’s development
E.

Cooperation with other agencies

Does cooperation w ith other agencies in developm ent, operation, or maintenance appear feasible? Has any agent
expressed an interest and to what extent? Q ] Yes Q No ( I f ’ *yes” ex pl ai n)

NA

Recommendations for cooperative sign program
NA

Most s u ita b le agency or agencies for development or future adm inistration of potential transfer tracts ( gi ve order
priority)

m

_________________________________________________________________________________ —

(2)

NA

(3)
Probable year of transfer
B LM re sp o n sib ility during intervening period
NA

-94F.

Major problems to be solved prior to development or transfer ( s u r v e y s , m i n i n g c l a i m' s , t r e s p a s s , e a s e m e n t s , e t c . )

*

NA

G.

Land acq u isition necessary to develop site properly ( s h o u a c r e a g e s a n d d a t e s )

NA

H.

N ecessary m odifications of other uses to permit development of recreation on site

NA

1.

Other recommendations and supplemental remarks ( a t t a c h a d d i t i o n a l s h e e t s i f n e c e s s a r y )

NA

12.

R E F E R E N C E S (In fo rm a tio n an d data from other sources)

NA

-9513.

A D D ITIO N A L REQUIREMENTS

A ttach necessary map or maps to illu strate : land status; roads, lakes, rivers, major streams; proposed land tenure
justments; oustanding s ig n ifica n t features.
ble.

Also attach a sketch of the development plan and photographs when fe

U tiliz a tio n of topographic, state highway maps, master (init maps, master title plats, etc., is appropriate.
—

.

.

.

.

.

- -

-

'

14.

ENDORSEMENTS

Date of fie ld exam ination

Date of report

July 3, 1964
F ie ld exam iner’s signature

T itle

Graduate Assistant
Comments of D is tric t Manager

NA

Date

District Manager’s signature

NA

NA
Comments of State Director

NA

Date

State Director's signature

NA

NA

APPENDIX D
The Area Reconnaissauce Schedule
Western Montana Recreation Sur-vey^ 1961^

Dates
Name of Stream;

Goat Greek

Name of Stream Site:

Goat Greek Campground

Admini strative Agency§

State of Montana^ Office of the State Forester

Administrative Units

Swan River State Forest______ ____ ___________ __

Location (County) s

Lake

Sizes Approximate Total Acres

____ ___________________ _
3 - $

Approximate Developed Area 3 - 5

Similar public recreation areas or sites nearby (Describe);
Other developments on the forest include Cedar Greek, Soup Creek,____
and Point Pleasanto

These are similar small recreational sites on the

forest and are available for camping and picnicking purposes.

Similar Developments Nearby:

( ) Highly Developed
(X) Poorly Developed

Access:
Roads ( ) Concrete
(X) Macadam
( ) Gravel
Well-marked:
( ) Yes
(X) Nc Easy to Get to:
Closest Community Service-center;
Miles Distant:

Name

( ) Earth
(X) Yes
( ) No

Condon^, Montana

____ _

5 - 10

Facilities Evident for the Following Activities:
(X)
(X)
(
(
(

Picnicking
Camping
)Canoeing
)Swimming
)Hiking

(X)
(X)
( )
(X)
( )
“

Sunning
Fishing
M:toitreating
Sanitation
Others:
Huntirig___________ __

96
-

-97User Origin:

(X) Local

(X) State and Regional

Type of Use:

(X) Individual and Small Group
( ) Overnight and Resident

(X)

( ) Mass

( )National
Day Outing
Use

